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• Kansas City School of Law
By E. D. ELLISON. Dean
In one of my recent lectures to the Sophomore
Class I cited to them the
case of Henry \'i Coatsworth
Company
against Evans, 97 Mo. 47. The case
was originally tried before Han. Turner A. Gill, Judge of the Circuit Court
of Jackson County.
Charles 0, Tichenor
and Robert J. Ingraham
were attorneys for the appellants, and Judge R. B. Middlebrook
and Judge James S.
Botsford
were attorneys
for the respondents.
The opinion of the Supreme
Court was written by Judge Shepherd Barclay in his usual clear and convincing manner, in which opinion he developed the history of the subject of
"Mechanic's
Liens" showing its foundations
were laid in our earliest jurisprudence. This case is one of the leading cases upon this subject. Both the trial
judge, the appellate judge, and the lawyers in the case were lecturers and members of the faculty of the Kansas City School of Law, and indicates the kind
and character of men who have always (am posed the members of our faculty,
men learned in the law, who have the power and ability to argue cases before
juries and before courts, thus giving them those characteristics which a lecturer
in a law school should have to impart the fundamental
principles of the law
to the law school students.
These contacts of the students with real lawyers necessarily make a profound impression
upon the minds and the development
of the law scbool
students.
The School, was organized to give the many men and women who wished
to study law and perfect their education an opportunity
to do so although they
had to wholly or partially support themselves and make their own way while
pursuing their law school studies. The School was organized in 1895, since
which time nearly two thousand
graduates have received our diplomas,
and
the splendid showing that they have made as members of the legal profession,
we believe. fully justifies the organization
of the School.
In an article in the Literary Digest it was stated:
"The Most Successful Boys in school are those who are compelled to
work to support themselves.
The least successful are those who work merely
for spending money.
Non-workers
fall between these two classes. The mere
act of work does not appear to influence success whereas the motive doe's so."
. The article quoted from a report of Francis T. McCabe of Harvard Universitv. as follows:
Comparing the boys who are obliged to work in order to remain in school
because they must be. partly or wholly self-supporting,
with the boys who
work so that they may have extra money to spend on pleasures and luxuriesthe stimuli which prompt these two groups to work are vastly different, and
for that reason we are investigating
the reaction in the school of success of the
two groups.
The distribution
of the two worker groups according to school marks
seems to indicate that those who are compelled to work take the school work
more seriously and try harder, because they surpass the other group by about
3 J;j per cent, having average school marks above 75 per cent, and they have
no more native ability.
They also have a smaller percentage of average school
marks below 60 per cent.
"The group which is obliged to work has fewer failures--only
26 per
cent: while the workers for extra money have 70 per cent of the total failures
for both groups. Such a large difference seems to be significant.
When those obliged to work, the workers for extra money and the nonworkers are compared in school marks, those obliged to work have the greatest
percentage of marks above 75 per cent, and the least percentage of marks below
60 per cent. Those working .for the extra money make the poorest showing,
while the non-workers
hold second place."
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Law
and Procedure
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The year 1930 took from Kansas City four of its most highly respected
and best known lawyers.
Their passing was a distinct loss not only to the
city but to the State as well. Each was closely identified with our Law School,
and it is fitting that we pause a space in honor to their memory.
Willard P. Hall, Judge of the Independence Division of the Circuit Court,
former Judge of the Court of Appeals and President of the Kansas City School
of Law, was a combination
of strength,
wisdom and humility.
He was an
able lecturer.
He had an uncanny ability to discern the vital issues in a cause
and possessed consumate skill in the application of the law to them.
His helpful, fair attitude to lawyers, young and old, never deserted him.
There was something fine and inspiring in Judge Hall's face; that something Benjamin Franklin expressed as reflecting true greatness and honesty of
mind and conduct with natural
refinement.
But withal,
Judge Hall was
possessed of fearless courage; he was wholly without guile or deceit; the soul
of honor himself, he once said, "Scratch the surface- of a hypocrite and you
will find a rascal at heart."

Twenty-five
years after graduating
from the Kansas City School of Law,
Murat Boyle was elected to bead the Missouri Bar Association for the year 1930.
During those twenty-five
years Murat Boyle, the lawyer. and Murat Boyle,
the man, had not been inactive. His election to the presidency of the Missouri
Bar Association was the logical result of painstaking
application to the study of
law and ever faithfulness to the ideals of mankind generally.
State-wide tribute was paid to this most beloved man upon his untimely
death, July II, 1930. For this writer to attempt to add to such remarks would
be like another book on Lincoln.
Judge Merrill E. Otis paid to Murat Boyle
the highest tribute when he said:
"Boyle was a great lawyer.
He had much business in all the courtsimportant
business.
His manner was always gracious. courteous,
dignified.
When he came to see a judge he came on business, and if it was business in
which controversy was involved he brought his adversary with him, and if by
any chance his adversary was unable to be present Boyle stated fully and fairly
every fact and circumstance his adversary might have stated, There was not a
lawyer knowing him who had not absolute confidence in his integrity."

One of the most interesting courses in the Kansas City School of Law has
been that of Insurance.
Like many other well liked subjects, that fact is accounted for by the presence of Hon. M. A. Fvke in the role of lecturer. When
Kansas City papers announced
the passing of this able man, the Kansas City
School of Law lost an able lecturer, a popular member of its faculty, and a
student of the law as well. Possessed of a nature that seemed at all times to be
getting a thrill out of life, Mr. Fyke made it plain to all with whom be came
in contact that he attributed his success to being able to see something in everything and everybody
that stimulated
his desire to please. A member of the
faculty of this school has said:
"Judge Fyke was the kind of a man that
children cared for." Can any higher tribute than that be paid to man?
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IN MEMORIAM
HON,

MURAT

HoN. M. A. FYKE

BOYLE
JUDGE WILLARD
HON.

THEODORE

P. HALL

C. SPARKS

Theodore
C. Sparks, lecturer on Suretyship,
Guaranty
and Damages in
this school, represents tbe third loss to Kansas City and Missouri.
"Judge"
Sparks carried with him a perpetual fund of good humor.
Severe though he
may have been in lecture room, once without he instantly
slipped back into
the role of friend and counselor.
Students
at this school knew him as a
kindly, genial, quiet man with no pretensions.
If some may have become more
widely known, none have been more greatly admired.
JOHN R. ROONEY, '32 .
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By Albert A. Waldman

A Sheriff
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Your voice for years in valued law report
Will speak and for imperiled right exhort
Eternal

justice.

In men's

hearts

will
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Your praise as one who waged a fearless fight
For peace: who waved a sceptre to the end
That

men be ruled
might:
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History

of the Class

By CHARLES WILBUR

of '31

BOAND

On a memorable day in September,
1927, some three hundred aspirants
to the honorable profession of the Law, began the four year pilgrimage to the
lofty Temple of Jurisprudence
to worship at the shrine of the "Blind Goddess
of Justice."
Few, if any, of that heterogeneous group realized the obstacles that would
have to be overcome before their illusory goal could be reached. This state of
mental ecstacy-the
product of our ignorance-was.
however, destined to be
short-lived.
"The upper classme n interrupted
it on the first night of school by
their playful and tender welcome.
Many an assault and battery was committed that night for which the law has not seen fit to allow "just compensation. "
At the outset of our journey we encountered
a broad and fertile plain
which made the traveling comparatively
easy. Then, of a sudden, as if sprung
from the ground, we saw looming before us a towering mountain whose summit
was crowned with an almost impenetrable mist. T'his "was "Mount Tort."
A
terrible and heavy gloom settled over us when We first learned that we had
to ascend its craggy summit.
But, happily,
Dame Fortune played into our
hands. At the very base of the mountain
we met a sturdy mountaineer
who
volunteered to guide us through the perilous passes, and over the rocky crags,
and to warn us of the pitfalls of "Proximate
Cause," "Contributory
Negligence," and "Attractive
Nuisances."
OUf guide
was none other than the
Honorable
John B. Pew. And. if my memory may be relied upon. I don't
recall a single casualty.
As I reminisce of this first year, it is pleasing to recall the numerous
tours we took in the great commercial cities of "Contracts,"
"Sales,"
and
"Agency," and the fascination of the walled city of "Criminal
Law," wherein
the Honorable
Henry L. .Iost reigned supreme until ten o'clock every Friday
night.
Our ever uphill journey was steeper the second and third years of Our
pilgrimage, but then we were more seasoned to the hardships.
Our hearts go
out to those who were forced to abandon the journey during these years after
having made such a splendid beginning.
Those of us who were able to endure
were rewarded with the glorious experience of adventures
which opened up
new worlds of thought
to us-worlds
of thought
that will remain forever
closed to those unlearned in the law. Among other things we learned the
rule in Shelley's case; the doctrine of "Delectus Personarum;"
that hearsay
evidence is inadmissible,
and that "He who comes into Equity must come
with clean hands."
Harry Hanan also told Us that the fourteenth
Maxim in
Equity was, "Equity protects the widow and orphans,"
but he was promptly
overruled and almost ejected bodily out of the classroom.
The crowning achievement of our Junior Year was the remarkable success with which the Pandex staff put out the year book. This book was one
of the best that any class has ever put out and one of the very few which was
financially
successful.
We are deeply indebted to our Pandex staff for this
outstanding
accomplishment.
The Staff was composed of the following members: Francis A. Brown, Editor-in-Chief;
John
Stuart
Dawson,
Business
Manager;
Burdette Yeo, Circulation
Manager:
Harry A. Kinney, Advertising Manager.
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And now as we are finishing the last lap of OUf journey, and the spire
on the Temple of Jurisprudence
can be seen piercing the sky on the distant
horizon, we look back over the rugged course we have traveled with a mixed
feeling of pride and compassion.
We are proud of the many things we have
accomplished,
and are sad because of the many dear friends we will soon
leave behind.
It would be most improper to end this brief history without a word
the extreme delight with which this class listened to the scholarly lectures
the Honorable Merrill E. Otis on the subject of Constitutional
Law, and
also express our appreciation
to Mr. Vivian Phillips for the sound advice
gave us in our senior year in the matter of "Fees."
Oh. yes. one
has been made of
a separate history
of the many hard

would think this a history of "Utopia,"
for not a mention
politics.
This subject would furnish sufficient material for
of its own so we must content to simply recount the results
fought and ofttimes bitter political strifes.
FRESHMAN

WILL

H.

TAYLOR

OFFICERS

HARGUS

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant-ar-Arms

GAUGH

JOSEPHINE

SHIELDS

MARGARET

MCGAvERN

FRED

SHEPHERD

SOPHOMORE
CHARLES

WILBUR

DOROTHY

OFFICERS
President
Vice~President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant-at -Arms

BOAND

L. GOFF

CLARENCE

STEPHENSON

JOHN

STUART

F. H.

RICHART

DAWSON

JUNIOR
JAMES

B. HUNT

JAMES

W.

OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant -cr -Arms

SMITH

ISIS MCGUFFE'Y
WM.

A. BAi<ER
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President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant -at -Arms

Ross
BULLOCK

B. GATES

MRS.

of
of
to
he

KATHERINE

KAELIN

Our Class deeply regrets the passing of the Honorable Oliver H. Dean.
Judge M. A. Fyke, Judge T. C. Sparks, and our late president of the law
school. Judge Willard P. Hall. It was our pleasure to listen to the lectures
of several of them. These splendid gentlemen gave their all to the Kansas City
School of Law and their names will long be cherished for that service.
-Charles

Wilbur

Boand .
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Pan de x Queen, 193 I
Kappa Beta Pi
Pan de x Committee
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WINFIELD 0

BOWSER

Kansas City
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Kansas City, Kansas

EOWARD O. BElL
Kansas Ciuj

SAM BENANTI

CLARENCE

Kansas City
Admitted to Bar, 1931

Kansas City
Pandex Staff

BUFORD E. BRALY

CYRUS W. LONG

Kansas City. Kansas
Admitted to Bar. 1930
Associate Editor Pandex.
1930

Kansas City, Kansas
Junior College
Admiued to Bar. 1930
Phi Alpha Delta

RUSSELL

LEE

HOVEY

A. PERRINE

'30,

'31

Delta Theta Phi

r\LEXANDER

U.

ABRAi\IS

Kansas City
Admitted

LEONARD

BENANTf

Delta
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Kansas City

to Bar. 1931

Kansas City
Phi Alpha

M. F!NKLESTEIN

JAMES E. BURKE

Kansas City
B. S. Rockhurst
College
Admitted to B'H. 1930
Debate
Pandex Staff, 1930
Commencement
Speaker,
1931
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ERNEST GERALD BULLOCK

Kansas City

J. A. WARDEN
Kansas City

CLARENCE O. MANN

MELVIN W. MARLOW

Independence,

Kansas City,

W. F.

Missouri

KNOWLES

Kansas City
Admitted to BJr, 1929
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas

A. BAKER
Kansas City, Kansas
University of Kansas

WILLIAM

Delta Theta Phi
Admitted to BaL 193 I
Class Treasurer,
'29. '3D

ISIS F. MCGUFFEY
Kansas City
Kappa Beta Pi
Class Secretary. '29,
Special Committee

E. L

CLARENCE

Kansas City,

L. GOFF
Kansas

'3D

MCCREADY

Kansas City
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DOROTHY

MARIE

MOEBUS

Kansas Cily
Kappa Beta Pi
Commencement
Committee
Washington
Day Banquet
Committee
50(1,11 Committee
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HOWt\RD

E. THOMPSON

Kansas City

CARL

J.

HEY

Kansas City

EDMUND E. P. MILLER
HOWARD

C

ROBERTSON

Kansas City
Delta Theta Phi

LUCAS

Q.

Philippine

Kansas City
Junior College
Missouri University
Delta Theta Phi

FRANCIS
SABADO

Islands

L. A. GOODRICH

Parsons, Kansas
Parsons Junior College

P. E. ZAREMBA

Kansas City

A. BROWN

Kansas City
Editor Pa ndex . 1930
Commencement
Speaker.
Delta Theta Phi
Admitted to Bar. 193\

'3 I

C. A. MOTT

Kansas City

RABBI HIRSCH

BRAVER

Kansas City
Author:
"Great Figures and
Events in Jewish History"
Contributor
to "The
Jewish
Forum"
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MARGARET
LOUISE
MCGAVERl\"

KalJsas City
Kappa Beta PI
Pandex Staff
Admitted LO Bar, 1931
Third Freshman Prize
Ben E. Todd Prize
Third Junior Prize

R. P. BALDWIN

J. G. WAGGONER
Kansas City

WALTER

E.

Libert y. jY! iseouri

DANNEBURG

Kansas Cily. Kamas
Phi Aloha DelLJ
Admitted to Bar. 1931

HILDA

FRANKLIN

Kansas City, Kansas

FRANCIS

E. SPENCER

Kansas Citq
A. B. Baker University

CLAUD MCCAMMENT

GALBRAITH

Kansas City
Kappa Beta Pi
Social Commiuee. '30
Pandex Committee.
'31

-SAMUEL

\V ALTER A. SARAS1N
Kaneoe City
Admitted to BJr, 1931

FARLEY

Kansas City, Kansas
Halls College

HERBERT
T. HAMPTON
-Codelt. Kansas
B. $. Kansas
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CORA LEE STANFORD

Greenoit!e, Texas
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R. L. NEWTON
Kansas eil',}

B. S. Kansas University
Pandex Queen, 1930
Phi Delta Delta

THEODORE W. FLESSA
Kansas CiIY, Kansas

LOIS KELLER
Kansas City
Kappa Beta Pi

CECI L FLOYD

Forsyth,

FORD

Missouri

JAMES

H. PROUDFIT

Kansas City
Delta Theta

Phi

WALTER G. KLAMM

ALAN W. FARLEY

Kansas City, Kansas

Kansas City, Kansas
University
of Kansas

HARRY HANNON, JR.

EDWIN

Kansas City
Pandex Staff.

Kansas City
1930

A. PEARSALL

Northwestern
University
Advertising
Committee.
Pandex
Delta Theta Phi
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EDNA

M. LANDES

Kansas City
Phi Delta Delta

ELMORE G. CROWE

Kansas City

J.

RENICK

Independence,

C. E. DAVIS
Kansas City

DOH.OTHY

STEPHENSON

Kansas C;ity
Kappa Beta Pi

JONES

Missouri

MADELINE

Kansas

W. CISEL

City

CHARLES V. WILKINSON

Kansas City
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Exercises

Commencement!
The goal of all their scholastic endeavors was held at
8:00 o'clock on the evening of June 3rd to confer the honors merited by
the previous four years' work of ninety-seven members of the Senior Class and
eight members of the Post-Graduate
Class of the Kansas City School of Law.
The exercises were held in the auditorium
of the Grand Avenue Temple.
The class,
exceptional,
for
fessional attitude
graduate years.
membership will
choose to follow.
will demonstrate
come.

one of the largest to be graduated
from the institution,
was
the good scholarship,
wide vision and clear thinking,
prowhich made it self-evident in all the activities during its underIt is with considerable
good faith that we predict that its
attain great success in whatever branch of the profession they
The faculty is confident that the abi li t y shown in class work
itself effectively in the affairs of the world in the years to

The principal speaker of the exercises, the Hon.
President of the Missouri State Bar Association,
gave
spiring, yet greatly instructive address of admonition
of the State he has served so well in the Congress of
address, typical of his own character, was well received
and the audience that filled the auditorium.

Ralph S. Lozier, Past
a well-directed
and into the future barristers
the United States. His
by the graduating
class

Speaking as representative of the Senior Class, James E. Burke, diminutive
orator who has represented the school so well on the debate platform, gave one
of his most talented orations as his final gesture as a student in the Law School.
He was followed by another representative of the Senior Class, also prominent
in his under-graduate
days for his eloquence. Francis A. Brown, who gave
another vigorous speech.
Following the speaking came the grand climax of their four years' achievement, the presentation
of the diplomas.
This concluded the program of the
evening, except for congratulations
to the various members of the graduating
class.
And so with this final ceremony another group of supporters of true legal
ethics were set forth to achieve what they might by the ability and knowledge
instilled in them by the ideals and principles imparted to them by the faculty
of the Kansas City School of Law.
WILLIAM
A. ROBERTSON, '32.
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Senior Class Roll

A. N. Abrams

Lacy A. Goodrich

C. A. Mott

Edward

Mrs. Mabel

R. L. Newton

F. Arn

Gorsuch

Wm. A. Baker

Herbert

Russell

Baldwin

Harry

Hannon,

Edward

O. Beil

Ernest

B. Harris

Leonard

Benanti

Sam Benanti

Carl

Hampton

J.

Hey

Rose Horowitz

Chas. Wilbur

Boand

Russell Lee Hovey

W. D. Bowser

Jas. B. Hunt

Buford

M. C. Hutchinson

E. Braly

Rabbi H. Braver

\Valter S. Jennings

Frank

Brockus

Jas. R. Jones

Frank

A. Brown

Harry].

Mrs. Gerald
Gerald

Jr.

Bullock

Bullock

las. E. Burke

Kaelin

Katherine

Kaelin

Guy R. Parkhurst
Edwin

A.

Benjamin

Pearsall
F. Peery

A. B. Pellegrino
Jas. H. Proudfit
C. C. Radcliff
Vernon

A. Reese

Howard

C. Robertson

Minnie

Lee Roselle

William

R. Ross

L.

Q.

Sabado

\V. E. Keirn

Walter

A. Sarasin

Harry A. Kinney, Jr.

Pauline

Seelig

H. B. Shannon

E. G. Cannady

Albert

j as. H. Coonse

\\1alter G. Klamm

Eugene

Cornelius Costella

\'V111. F. Knowles

F. E. Spencer

S. Kinsley

Shields

E. G. Crowe

Albert

Kort

Cora Lee Standford

\Valter E. Danneburg
Cecil E. Davis

Harry

A. Lancaster

Dorothy

Edna

Ludic Davis

Cyrus

J.

S. Dawson
Jack V. Etchen

Claude

Allan

E. L. McCready

Farley

Wm.

Landes
W. Long
McCamment
McCool

Byron

Stephenson
Stewart

Lois S. Keller
Howard
Ralph
John

Thompson
Turner

G. Waggoner

Samuel F. Farley

Margaret

Martin

Finkelstein

Isis McGuffey

Bernice E. Wesner

Thea.

W. Flessa

Glen O. McMullen

Chas.

Cecil Ford

C. O. Mann

Harry

Hilda

Melvin

M. Galbraith

L. MeGa vern

\'V. Marlowe

Curtis B. Gates

Edm.

C. L. Goff

Dorothy

E. P. Miller

Elizabeth

M. Moebus

J.

A. Warden
V. Wilkinson
Wood

Madaline W. Cisel
Burdette

Yeo

Paul Zaremba

Moss
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Post

Melvin Rogers

Graduates

Marie Connor

Paul La Hines

Inez McKine
Joe Glass

Katherine McKinney

Carl Schrader
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Junior

Class

History

In the old days (a custom laid aside
With breeches and cocked hats) the people
Sent their wisest men to make the public laws."
The fall of 1929 saw the revival of this old custom of sending the wisest
men into the law. Some two hundred young law students from all parts of the'
country enrolled that year in the Kansas City School of Law as Freshmen. and
set out to be Judges of the Supreme Court. Though honors thick and fast have
been heaped upon the heads of many members of the class, none have yet been
favored with a place on the Supreme Bench. Still there is hope, and the future
is spanned with the rainbow of promise.
~
At the first regular and orderly meeting of the then Freshman Class. back
in those far distant days of 1929. James G. Walsh was elected President:
Marvin Jackson, Vice-President:
pretty Miss Beatrice Wren, Secretary: Maurice
Barnes, Treasurer,
and Leslie L, Holloway,
Sergeant-at-Arms.
Having thus
cast their ballots. the members of the class turned their attention 10 Blackstone.
only to be interrupted later in the year by a class meeting called for the purpose
of honoring one member as Washington
Day speaker. Jim Williams appealed
to popular fancy by promising
to nuke a very short speech and was elected
by a large majority.
~
The Freshman year ended with a general "back-to-the-farm'
movement.
and when the roll was called again the succeeding year it was found that with
two exceptions all the Freshmen officers had taken to the tall timber.
"Now forth into the darkness all are gone,
But memory, still unsated, follows on."
The class reorganized under the leadership of Frank Harrington.
President:
Conn Withers, Vice-President:
Joseph Siragusa, Treasurer;
Katherine Northern.
Secretary, and Hyman Zeldin. Sergeant-at-Arms.
Hilary Bush was elected to
make the class address at the Washington
Day Banquet.
Thus the Sophomore
year ended with few casualties.
During the summer of 1930 it was rumored that certain members of the
class were making the pot boil with political medicine for the fall election. which
carried with it the editorship of the Pandex.
A dark horse from Kansas, Andy
Pfium m. came to the front on the last stretch and scored a victory not only for
t he great State of Kansas, but for the more serious minded
and studious members
of the class.
"Silent"
Andy made a very popular president. and was ably
assisted in his duties by Carl Mandacina,
Vice-President:
Mrs. Carl Edwards,
Secretary: Bebe Noonan, Treasurer. and Ed Mulloy, Sergeant-at-Arms.
Going
into executive session immediately after election, the Junior Class officers named
Jim Williams Editor of the Pande x and Tom Wells Business Manager.
These
two, aided by a splendid staff of associates, have succeeded in giving the Law
School the best Pandex in history.
During the Junior year the class again won the Inter-Class Debating Contest and were ably represented at the Washington
Day Banquet by Duke Paddock, former University of Missouri orator.
On the varsity debate team the
class placed three members, Helene Gugel. Jane Palmer and Jane Johnson.
while
on the men's team were H. B. Landoe. Hilary Bush and Conn Withers.
Among
the other activities of the Junior year was the inauguratoin
of the class in Moot
Court instructed by Cher Keyes, Assistant United States District Attorney, and
Mr. O'Hern, Assistant Jackson County Prosecutor.
And now a word for those unsung heroes who make the grades and learn
the law.
"A few can touch the magic string, and noisy fame is proud to win
them," but there are many in the class to whom the Law is a jealous mistress,
and whom we prophesy will be an honor to the profession, although their names
are not mentioned here.
To those deep and sincere and hard-working
students
of the law we pay our respect and admiration.-FRANK
K. WOOLLEY .
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1\. J. PFLUMM
Kansas City
Rockbursc College
St. Ma rys College
President Junior Class,

DOROTHY

BROOKS

EDWARDS

EDWARD

Kansas City, Kansas
Secretary Junior
Kappa Beta Pi

F. MULLOY

Kansas City
Scrgeant-at-Anns
Junior Class
Phi Alpha Delta

Class

1931
C!'.RL MANDJ\CIN ..\

J. V. NOONAN

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta
Vice-President
of Junicr
Class, 1931

Kansas City
Treasurer Junior
Phi Alpha Delta

of

Class

Committees
PANDEX
F.ditor-in-C hid
Assistant Editors
Business .AI anager .
Circulation Manager
Advertising
Manager
Pandex Staff

EXECUTIVE
LAWRENCE

. JAMES L WILLIAMS
HJALMAR LANDOE AND JOHN R. ROONEY
THOMAS F. WELLS
CLINTON T. PADDOCK
HURSCHEL SWANSON
HILARY BUSH AND CLARENCE A. PERRINE

COMMITTEE

MARSHALL.

Chairman

ROBERT MCCREIGIiT
WILLIAM P. STOCKDALE
VJRGIL McKEEVER
W. A. ROBERTSON

STEVE LJpARl

SPECIAL
CHARLES
ROBERTS,
DON ELSTUN
JOHN BALLANCE
ABELEVIN
R. L. BROWNE
HENRY L. MINTER

STAFF

COMMITTEE
Chairman

SOCIAL

COMMITTEE

CON WITHERS. Chairman
FREDA SCHIERLE
rRANK WOOLEY
ISRAEL SCHLOZMAN
A. D. PETIT
CATHERINE
NORTHERN

BANQUET

COMMITTEE

FRANK MUERER, Chairman
JANE PALMER
JAMES RUMSEY
L. L. MCLAUGHLIN
LEE REEDER
TOM WREY
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HAROLD

HELENE

A. HAM

M.

GUGEL

Nisland, S. D.
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas City

ELEANOR

GERALD E. MANES

Debate Team
Kappa Beta Pi

KREY STITH

Kansas City

Kansas City
Teachers Training
Phi Delta Della

THOMAS

College

McDERMOTT

Kansas City

Phi Alpha

Delta

FREDA SCHIRLEY

Kansas City, Kansas
Kappa Beta Pi
Social Committee

J. SWANSON
Kansas City
Phi Alpha Della
Advertising
Manager
Pandex. 1931
Admitted to Bar, 1931

HURSCHEL

W. B. JENNINGS

Kansas City

WILLIAM

F. STOCKDALE

Kansas City
Kansas Art Institute
Phi Alpha Delta
Executive Committee
JuniorClass
1931

JANE FOULKS JOHNSON

Topeka, Kansas
Phi Delta Delta
Leland Stanford University
Women's Intercollegiate
Debate Team
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H. B. LANDOE
Bozeman, Montana
Montana State College
Debate
Brass Rail
Phi Alpha Delta

\V ASSON
Kansas City
S. W.

V.

C.

Kansas

PEPPERDINE

cu;

HOMER

G.

REINSCH

Martin City, Mo.
Phi Alpha Delta

RA y E. COOPER

Kansas City, Kansas

DELBERT CLEMENTS

Kansas City

VIRGIL E. IvIcKEEVER

JAY B. DILLINGHAM

Kaneae City

Plalte City.

R. B. MCCREIGHT
Kansas City

DORIC S. STODDARD
Kansas City

Mo.
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CARL

GORDON

MANDACINA

Kansas City
Vice- President Junior
Phi Alpha Delta

FRED H. SORENSEN

Kansas City
Delta Theta

WALTER

CHRIS

Phi

PHOTOPOLUS

Phi

CLARK

Phi Alpha Delta

FREDERICK KIMBALL

Kansas City

J. NESTOR
Kansas City

.• .,,=,

CI<lsS

BOYER

Kansas City
Della Theta

Kansas City

Kansas City

H.
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JANE WALKER

PALMER

Kansas City
University of Colorado
Washington
Day Banquet
Committee
Debate Council. 1930-193

I

J. M. MILLER
Kansas City

JAMES L

KENNEDY

Kansas City, Kansas
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TED GAFFNEY

JOHN

Kansas City

Kansas City

N.

BALLAl'\CE

DEAN PETTIT

H. V. REILLY

Kansas City

Leaoenwcnh,

Kansas

Social Committee

Kansas City

J[rT ROBERTSON
Kansas City

JOE E. STEWART

VIRGIL

Kansas City

Kansas City

Pl-lILJP

FRANK J. MUERER
Bird Island, Minnesota

THOMAS

McDERMOTT

R. HARRINGTON

Independence,
Mo.
University of Kansas

A. JACKSON

B. S.
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CARL

EDWARDS

DOROTHY

BROOKS

..
··

EDWARDS

Kansas City. Kansas
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas Cill}, Kansas
Secretary, Junior Class,
Kappa Beta Pi

ARTHUR
C.
Kansas City

NEWELL

LOFTIN

TOALSON

Aldrich, Mo.
A. B. Springfield
State
Teachers' College

CL YDE FOSTER

G. K. BLEAKLEY

Kansas City

Kansas City

CLYDE \VALLlS

TERENCE

Kansas City

Kansas Cily
Rockhurst College
Admitted to Bar, 1931

FRANK

P. NICHOLSON

Kansas City

1931

FRANK

M. O'BRIEN

WOOLLEY

Blue Rapids, Kansas
Brass Rail
Phi Alpha Delta
Class Historian
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ANDY PFLUMM

JOHN

Kansas City
President Junior

Kansas City
Associate Editor of
Pandcx. 1931
Cl,lSS Debate
1930

Class

R. ROONEY

RABBI J EHUD!\H BRAVER

CLARENCE

Kansas CitJj

Kansas Cily
Chicago University
Pandcx Adv, Comm.,

A. PERRINE

1930

,
ISRAEL

SCHLOZMAN

Kansas City
Pa ndex Distribution
Pandcx Ball. Committee

HAROLD

L

MARKS

HYMAN

r.

ZELDIN

Kansas City
Lambda Delt.l Beta

THOMI\S

F. WELLS

Kansas City
University
of Missouri
University of Minnesota

Kansas Cily
University
of Kansas
Business Manager of
ofPandcx.1931

WM. ROBERTSON
Kansas Cily
University of Missouri
Phi Alpha Delta

ABE

as

LEVIN

Kansas City
Lambda Delta Beta
Junior Special Comm.,

1931
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CONN WITHERS

LEE REEDER
Kansas City
J unior College
Delta Theta Phi
Brass Rail
Pan dex Staff, '31

JAMES
A/IuS,
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Liberty, Mo.
A. B. William Jewel!
Debate Team
Brass Rail
Delta Theta Phi
Vice-President
Class 1930

LAWRENCE

L. \VILLlMvlS
Oklahoma

B. s Oklahoma A. and M.
University of Tennessee
Brass Rail
Editor of Pandcx. J 931
Phi Alpha Delta
Washington
Day Speaker,

WELC'H

Kansas Cily
Phi Alpha Delta

'29

RANDALLJ.

RUFUS A. BAILEY

WATSON

Kansas City

Kansas Cily

Delta Theta Phi
Kansas City Business

CATHERINE

NORTHERN

Class Secretary 1930
Pande x Ball Committee

T.

CLINTON

Kansas

Kansas CilY
Phi Delta Delta

College

PADDOCK

Cit1.j

University of Mo" A. B.
Brass Rail
Washington
Day Banquet
Speaker, 193 I
Circulation
Manager Pandex.

19) 1

CHARLES

SUMNER

ROBERTS

Kansas City
Superior State University
of Minnesota
Phi Alpha Deitz!
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CLARENCE

L. BUSH

Cainsville, 1'140.
B. S. Maryville S. T. College
Debate Team
Delta Theta Phi
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Junior
Luther \0/. Adams
Kenneth Armstrong
Robert o. Bagby
.1 no. N. Ballance
Maurice Barnes
.lrene Blase
G. K. Bleakley
Rex L. Bone
Louis Boorda
Gordon Boyer
Rabbi J. Braver
E. H. Brenk
Clarence L. Bush
Hilary A. Bush
\'\falter F. Clark
]. D. Clemens
Thos. J. Coffel'
Cecil H. Cooper
Ray E. Cooper
Martin Crawn
Sadie DiGiovanni
Jay B. Dilfingbam
Jno. J. Daugherty
Victor C. Dreyfoos
Carl G. Edwards
Mrs. Dorothy
B. Edwards
Vernon C. Elliott
Jas. D. Ell;s
Don E. Elstun
Ted Gaffney
Arthur C. Gibson
Reginald Glandon
Felix Gross
Helene M. Gugel

Harold A. Ham
Karl Hanzelills
Phillip Harr-ington
C. C. Heeter
M. C. Henderson
William Hogin
Robert L Holder
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Class Roll

Abraham Horwitz
Virgil A. Jackson
\Wm. E. Jennings
August 1.. Johnson
Herman L. Johnson
Jane F. Johnston
J. Arthur Jones, Jr.
jos. M. Joyce
j as. Leo Kennedy
Frederick \Xf. Kimball
C. ll. Kimberly
Hjalmar Lnndoe
Abe Levin
Steve L. Lipari
Arthur C. Loftin
Robert B. McCreight
Thos. P. McDermort
Virgil E. McKeever
L. L. McLaughlin.

Carl Mandacina
Gerald Manes
Harold Marks
L. V. Marshall
Frank ]. Meurer
Jack M. Miller
Thos. J. Mitchell, Jr.
Henry L. Minter
Edward D. Mulloy
Hiram Murphy
Morr-is Nascer
Frank P. Nicholson
Henry J. Nie
fohn V. Noonan

Catherine

Northern

Terrance M. O'Brien
C. C. O'Neal
Clinton T. Paddock
Jane W. Palmer
C. E. Parks
Chas. H. Payson
C. A. Perrine
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A. D. Pettit
Andy J. Pflumm
C. Phocopol us
Howard
Powell
Vi rgil Pepperdi ne
J. \Y/. Ramsey, Jr.
Lee Reeder
Frank A. Rees
H. V. Realy
Homer G. Reinsch
Chas. S. Roberts
Jeff A. Robertson
William Robertson
john R. Rooney
James M. Rumsey
Albert F. Reitz
Freda Schirley
Israel Schlozman
Blanch Smith
Fred Sorensen
Jas. M. Stewart
Joe E. Stewart
Mrs. Eleanor Stith
Wm. F. Stockdale
Doric Stoddard
Martha Strohm
Hurscbel J. Swanson
Newell Toalson
Clyde Wallis
Leslie Wassom
Randall J. \Xfatson
Laurence E. Welch
Thomas F. Wells
John R. West
j as. L. Williams
Conn Withers
Frank K. Woolley
J. Thos. W ray
Beatrice L. Wren
Jas. Zappa
H. 1. Zeldin
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HEAR YE

Court

I

HEAR YE!

On March fifteenth, the year of thirty-one,
A dark and heinous crime was done:
"Murder."
said the prosecutor, Roberts by name;
"Ob. no," from the defense, "the man is insane."
Thus the Junior Class inaugurated
the first Moot Court course in Kansas
City School of Law. Other classes have held their moot courts in former years,
but this year marks the beginning of a system of instruction
in pleading and
trial practice solely through moot courts held under competent direction, and
for which the student receives credit on his degree.
The new method of instruction
was introduced by Chet Keyes, Assistant
United States Attorney General, and M. W. O'Hern. Assistant Prosecutor of
Jackson County, Missouri.
Possibly no law school in the country can boast of
faculty members more qualified to teach the subject of trial procedure than these
two seasoned lawyers and prosecutors.
Chet Keyes bas prosecuted some of the
biggest cases in the Federal Court sitting in Kansas City, while Mr. O'Hem has
established a reputation
as a trial lawyer in State and civil cases. Both have
been known to come directly from the court where they were engaged in the
trial of cases to the class room. Such instruction is sure of results.
These moot courts marked the beginning of a renewed interest in the law.
Class rooms were filled to seating capacity every night, and it was not unusual
to see practicing attorneys seated in the audience. The course requires that each
student make a complete outline of the procdure, draw all the pleadings, note all
errors, and brief the case for appeal. Each student has an opportunity
to actively
participate in a trial before completion of the course. Emphasis was placed on
pleadings, selection of the jury, examination
of witnesses, and instructions
to
the jury.
JOHN R. ROONEY.
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Sophomore Class History
For the class of 1933 the dawn simply came. One moment there was no
class and the next there was. Of course there was a certain rosy glow-c-entering law school. starting new friendships,
new studies and another stride forward.
To be quite truthful. the class admits that a certain rosy glow remained
for several moments and was even felt when the masculine portion of the class
sat down for the first time. But then that is to be expected-it
happens to
the best of Freshmen.
Thus the class of 1933 was introduced
to Kansas City School of Law
and soon was making history;
not the history which eminent scholars will
write of a thousand years from now, but the history of the struggling student,
the forward looking. the am bitious.
Some person with more intellect than the common herd suggested that
we should have some officers.
1n due time the class, or at least a part of it,
heaved and strained into a body and made a most momentous decision; namely.
to postpone
the election.
With much publicity
and lung straining
it was
done.
The world sat up and took notice.
Here was a class that couldn't be
rushed.
In its own honest, inimitable
manner, the elass proceeded to name
Richard Stackhouse as High Potentate.
Then, because one person could not
hope to cope with the weighty business of so august a "bod y, a few other
members were forced into the limelight.
They were Howard M. Cabrner.
assistant to the Grand Dragon; Renata Bonsrein. scribe; Reid C. Satta, Keeper
of the Two Dimes: and Paul E. Anway, Keeper of the Gate. Order. and what
have you.
With such able leadership how could the class do else than come gloriously through Torts, Contracts, Blackstone, and all the other horrors, and pitfalls, that beset and lie in wait for Freshmen?
To close the freshmen year, the
class of 1933 attended the Pandex Ball.
What a business'
What a business'
After

that

party a three months rest was taken and then back to try
Compensation,
Damages, Common Law and Code Pleading.
How many of the class knew anything about those in September?-for
that matter, how many do now?
Let us not dwell on the unpleasant things of life. After much, oh. very
much hand shaking, the following
leading lights were selected to carry the
business of the class until recalled. ousted, dismissed, ejected or removed:
Joseph Brady. President: Chandler Key, Vice-President;
Renola Bonstei n. Secretary; Richard Langford, Treasurer, and Paul Cochran, Sargeant-at-arms.
again : Workmen's

The high light of their political careers was the throwing of a class dance
at the Garret on January 23rd.
This affair was attended in force, and really
should be entered in the annals of society as the leading success of the year.
Through
the past two years, two of the members of the class have become
recognized public orators.
They are Ben Swoffard and Claire Speares.
They
are the two who made the class proud at the two banquets in honor of George
Washington,
which banquet this class has been allowed to attend.
Our girls' debate team,' composed
of Miss Bonstein
and Miss Cecil
debated the Junior Class Team in the finals of the Inter-class Debate Tournament.
Now the class of 1933 has only two more years in Kansas City School
of Law.
Modesty forbids future predictions.
Until next year-Adios!
Chandler

Key .
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JOE BRADY

RENOLA

} nde pendence, Missouri
Sophomore President

Tulsa, Oklahoma
Debate
CHANDLER

BONSTEIN

KEY

PAUL COCHRAN

Kansas Citlj
Scrgeant-at-Arms
of
Sophomore
Class
RICHARD G. LANGFORD

Corthoqe, Mo.

Kansas City, Kansas
Phi Alpha Delta
"Treasurer Sophomore

Ozark Wesleyan
Phi Alpha Delta
Vice-President
Sophomore
Class

Class

Class Committees
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
AMBER
LEE

COLES

KELLERHER

HOMER M. COMBER

PANDEX
. PAUL

COMMITTEE

RINGS

MILDRED

JANE

MOORE

R. G. LANGFORD
CHANDLER KEY
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GEO. J. RaUEN

LAWRENCE D.

Kansas City

WERTENBERGER
Kansas City

Delta Theta Phi

ROBERT

F. COOMER

ERWIN W. STEINBECK

Kansas CilY
Junior College
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas City

LEON

WM.

G. LANTS

Elmhurst

T.

College

SMITH

Kansas City

Kansas Citu
Debate

JACK R. HOFFMAN

F.

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta

EDWARD

P. BESSENBACHER

Kansas City. Kansas
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C. E. GROH
Kansas Citlj
University

J. P. SWAN, JR.
Kansas City

of Missouri

GRACE

PAUL E. AN\VAY

Independence,

r.

CAMPBELL

Kansas City
Junior College
Debate

Mo.

JOE BRADY

LESTER

l ndeoenderwe, Mo.
President Sophomore

Kansas City

WILBL'R

M. MOEBUS

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta

RICHARD

F. BROWN

Kansas City

A. BUCHANAN

Class

VERR L. PAGE
Kansas City

ROBERT C. KELLEY
Kansas City
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FRANK

LACY

J. OTTLEY

Kansas City

THOMAS B. ALLEN

Richmond,

Missouri

BEN W. SWOFFORD
Independence.
M is,wuri
Brass Rail
Debare

NELSON

c.. Y

JON ES

Lenexa, Kansas
University
of Kansas

JOHN J, DEHoBEN

Perry, Missouri
University of Missouri

HARRY

A. EiB,

JR.

Kansas City

JOHN W. WR!GHT

BLANCHE

Kansas City

Kansas Cu q
Phi Delta Delta

PRICHARD
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GROVER GORDON, JR.

Kansas

Kansas City
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PHIL J. GENGLER

Kansas City. Kansas
Junior College
Debate

P

CHESTER

STL:\VART

..··

DON F. TRESSLER

Kansas City

FRED G. McGEARY

Kansas City

Kansas City

CLINTON

DAVID WALDMAN

D. WHITE

Kansas City

RA Y C. HANSFORD
Kansas City

MILDRED

JANE MOORE

Kansas Cit~
Kappa Beta Pi
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THOMAS

LEE

NELSON

Bethel, Kansas
Delta Theta Phi

GARNETT

Liberty,

M.

PETERS

Missouri

M/\RION

EDWIN

..··

MOORE

Lamar, Missouri
William Jewell College
Delta Theta Phi

COURTNEY

CROUCH

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta

A. SANCHEZ
Kansas City. Kansas

AMBER T. COLES
Kansas City
Phi Delta Delta
Soph. Social Committee

CHAS.

PAUL A. RINGS

TRUMAN V. BURR

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas Cily
Phi Alpha Delta

ADELiA

EDWARD L. TEMPLE

E. COLES

Kansas City
Phi Delta Delta
Pande x Committee

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta
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{)PAL W. CECIL

ALBERT B. CABINESS
Kansas Cf-Iy
Phi Alpha Delta
Pa ndex Committee

Kansas City
Junior College
Debate

PATRICK

Kansas

B.

GVSSIN

Cily
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Sophomore

Class Roll

L. Green

Benjamin Aaron
Eugene Agron

Marrin

Tom B. Allen, Jr.

Elton ]. Burbey

\Villiam ]. Grooms
Dan W. Guilfirl
Patrick B. Gussin
Kanncrh J. Halstead
Ray C. Hansford
Howard B. Harris
Lloyd B. Harris
Mason K. Hewett
McD. Higgins
\"Vilber C. Hightower
Jack Hoffman
Albert E. Holmes
Edwin C. Hogueland
Fred E. Hornaman
Torn E. Hudson
Miss Rith Jeffries
Nelson Jones

Harold Lee Burns
t. V. Burr

Chas. D. Kelly
Robert C. Kelly

H. K. Bowers

Lee Kelliher
Chandler Key
Irving Klinock
Howard
W. K rokstrom
Frank Lacv
Richard Langford
las. T. Langston
Leon G. Lanes
las. Edwin Mahan
F. A. Mahoney
Sherman R. Marsh
C. E. Martin
Clive W. Meador

P3U! E. Anway
Robert F. Bentz
Laurence J. Berger
Edward P. Bessenbacher
Miss Renola Bonstein

Mildred H. Boyd
Dan R. Boyle'
Joseph]. Brady
Norma

Braly

John].

Brauch

David H. Bressler
Richard F. Brown
Wesley E. Brown
Jesse \Y!. Bruce
Lester A. Buchanan

Thos. J. Boyer
Albert B. Cabiness
Grace Campbell
Mrs. Opal W. Cecil
Lester H. Chaudacoff
Thos. W. Chittenden
Aldred J. Chrisman
Paul D. Cochran
Miss Adelia Coles
Miss Amber T. Coles
Howard M. Coomber
Robert F. Coomer
Bruno Corti
C. C. Crouch
Bryan A. Diamond
John].
De Hoben
Kenneth L. Doudna
Chester H. Drake

Esther H. Ehrhart
Harry

A. Eib, Jr.

Frank H. Floyd
Clyde Foster
Mabcrn Gaskill

Phil

J. Gengler

Grover

Gordon

Chas. E. Groh

]. C. Meyer
Robert H. Moore
Marion Edwin Moore
Mildred Jane Moore
John B. Moritz
John Mouber
Wilbur M. Moebus
Claude M. McFarland
Fred G. McGeary
Donald B. McGilvray
Miss N. McLees
Ed. Chas. McNamara
Harold A. McWilliams

Tudor M. Nellor
Thos. Lee Nelson
Herman Oelschlaeger
Arthur J. O'Keefe
La wrence J. Ottley
Verr L. Page
Roy H. Parrerre
Edwin B. Patterson
Leo J. Pearce
Garnett M. Peters

Thos. Phillips, Jr.
Mrs. Bertha Phipps
Donald E. Pickard
Virgil T. Plummer
J no. Lewis Porter
Blanche Prichard
Ceo. P. Reichel
Loren E. Reitz

Chas. A. Reynolds, Jr.
j no. V. Richeson
P3ul A. Rings
Edward H. Robison
Frank M. Robison
Bernard Rodin
Geo. ]. Rouen

Hugh P. Ruddick
Andrew C. Sanchez
\Villiam E. Saunders
Miss Thelma Schultz

F. D. Sinclair
Wm. T. Smith
\V. C. Spears
Irwin P. Speigel
Erwin W. Steinbeck
Chester P. Stewart
Ben W. Swofford
Edward L. Temple
Don F. Tressler
Robert B. Vaughan
Robert F. Waite
David C. Waldman
J. Dorsey Warren
Lawrence D. Wertenberger
William W. West
Clinton D. White
\Villiam H. \'(foodward
Vasco S. Youmans
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EDITH

F. EDWARDS

Kansas City
University
of Illinois,
President of Freshman
Brass Rail

B.S.
Class

BERT

JOE R. JENNETT

PECK

Kansas City
Secretary. Freshman

Class

"

Kansas City
Michigan University
Sergeant-at-Arms
of Fresh
man Class
Washington Day Speaker

RALPH G. TROGDON

E. NEWLAND

Kansas City
Phillips University
Vice-Pres.
of Freshman
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas City
Treasurer
of Freshman
Phi Alpha Delta

Class

Freshman

Class

Class

The Freshmen received a very lasting and impressive reception by the upper classes of the
Law School. All of us will remember the reception committee which formed a double line a
block long to extend greetings to the new members of the school.
In about three weeks we became able to distinguish
lecturers and quiz masters from the
odd three hundred of our class, We soon realized that such a large body of persons could not
function properly without student government.
Announcement
was made that the class should
elect student officers. The result was:
Charles Edwards,
president;
Bert Newland,
vicepresident: Edith Peck, secretary; Ralph Trogdon,
treasurer; Joe Jenett. scrgean t-a t-a rms.
Acquaintances
were made: we all became more friendly; finally we set aside all thought of
law, lectures and quizes to celebrate our first social event, "The Freshman Dance."
The dance
was a success, the music excellent, and the attendance above all expectations.
From the reports,
all upper classmen concurred that they had a great time also.
Ever since the first of school we had heard of the biggest social event of the whole school
year, the Washington
Day Banquet.
At fast we were able to meet the faculty assembled
together, along with some of the outstanding
la wyers and jurists of this district. The Freshman
Class feels proud of the speech of their representative,
Joe .Ienetr. at the banquet.
The dance
that followed made a perfect evening.
Our class was ably represented in the Debate Council by Bert Newland, Ernest Friedman
and
Rosenzwieg.
Mav we say in closing that we are proud to be Freshmen. proud to be' law students. and
we are proud of our School.
RALPH G. TROGDON. '34 .
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EUGENE

ERDI'vIAN

EDITH PECK

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas City
Secretary
Freshman Class

A. S. MEGERT
Kansas City, Kansas

EDWIN

RA LPH TROGDON

BERT

Kansas City
Treasurer of Class
Phi Alpha DeltJ

Kansas City
Vice-President
of Class
Phi Alpha Delta

EARNSHAW

Kansas City
Junior College

NEWLAND

"

ROBERT D. MUNRO
Kansas City
Junior College
Phi Alpha Delta Pledge

FREDA

KIMBERLING

Kansas City
Junior

....",=

LEO MCCORMICK

Kansas City

THOS. F. REED

Rutland,

Vermont

College
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PATRICK WATERS

Kansas City
University
of Michigan,

A.B.

\

W. T. BROWN

DAVID WM. CALDWEELL

Kansas City

Kansas Cirlj

JAMES M. PATT

Kansas Cit q
K. C. Junior College

A. J. S,\LLEY

Kansas CillJ

ALICE MARIE NORTHWAY
Kansas City. Kansas

W. E. MONIER

Princeton,
University
University

/II.
of Wisconsin
of Arizona

ELMER O. MELVILLE

Ne oada, Missouri
Delta Thera Phi

JOSEPH

FRANCIS

RABUSE

Kansas City
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AMOS

E. BROOKS

Kansas City

Kansas City
K. C. College of Commerce

ELvlER HOGE
Overland Park. Kansas
Baker University

EDNA

D.

c. C.

HAl

E DARNOLD

Kansas City

HERSCHEL

CORNELIUS

Kansas City

CAMMANN

Kansas City

M. ALTON

THOS.

R, PERR Y

Kansas City

Kansas City

J. E. NELSON
Kansas C.ity

Kansas Cily

WM. KENNETH

CRAMP
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A. C. SPRAGUE
Kansas City

ROBERT F. WAITE

Kiowa, Kansas
University of Kansas
Delta Theta Phi

\

•

JESSE

G. P. REICHEL

M. JONES

Platte Ciry

Kansas Cu u
Phi Alpha Delta

D. H. KENNEY

ERNEST

Kansas

F. FRIEDMAN
Kansas City
Freshman Debate

Cuu

DAH1WN

HOWARD

COOK

Kansas City
Junior College

R. C. KRAXNER
Kansas Cn u
Phi Alpha Delt.l

R. G. WALKER

ALFRED

Mobite.

Kansas
Pandex

Alabama
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ELIZABETH

HALBERT

Kansas City

LAWRENCE
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Pt\UL

W. NICHOLAS

Sovaonabv

SHAFFER

Mo.

ANTHONY WILLIAM

Braymer. Mo.

MCGUIRE.

JR.

KatJSa.~ Cily. Kansas
Notre

MARY

ELIZABETH

DOLAN

Kansas City

JOHN

E.

WORKMAN

Dame

GEORGE

DAVID

JAMES L. GILW[[

Kansas City

Kansas City

JOHN VERNON JOY

MICHAEL

Kansas City
Phi Alpha Delta

Kansas City
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Junior College
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Committee
Phi Alpha Delta
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Freshman Class
LeRoy L. Adams
N. L. Adams
Siemon C. Adams
Harold E. Aiken
Herschel M. Alton
Carl L. Anderson
Richard C. Ashby
Anthony Badaglialaqua
Roland C. Bagby
Dale E. Beal
Raymond E. Beggs
Herman Blackly
Frank H. Blake
Malcolm Bliss
Acil P. Blodgett
Stene Bondi
William Thos. Burke
Geo. J. Boutross
Eugene L. Brady
Miss Dorothy Brier
Amos E. Brooks
William F. Brown

W. H. Brown

J.

Lewis Bullock
Louis M. Bywaters
David Caldwell
Claude C. Cammann
John J. Carrollo
Frances Louise Cast
George Cataldo
Sam Cerniglia, JL
Frank L Cheshire
D. Howard Cook
• Ferd M. Cook
Joseph Coon
W m. L. Copaken
Edna U. Cornelius
Wm. K. Cramp
C. Chester Crilcy
las. J. Curtin
Durwood M. Dailey

D. Hale Darnold
Richard H. Day
j no. W. Deck
Ralph

DeLap

Carl W. Divelbliss
Mary E. Dolan
Edwin

W. Ernshaw

Chas. F. Edwards
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Harry B. Elsworth
Eugene H. Erdman
Geo. Faso
\V. H. Faubion
Rosecelia Franklin
Ernest L. Friedman
Leo B. Gilmore
j as. L. Gilwee
Sidney 1. Glaser
Harry A. Glass
Jerry Grindrod
Elizabeth Halbert
Virgil Lee Ham
Don B. Hanly
Sara Bell Harrison
Howard V. Hartung
Samuel C. Hayden
Paul W. Henning
Arthur A. Herrick
Wm. M. Hicklin
Cliford N. Hitchcock
Cornelius E. Holliday
Elmer Hoge
Lloyd F. Howe
Normal D. Howell
Kenneth Hubbard
Maurice R. Hubbard
Miss Frances Hudspeth
Thos. O. Hurst
Kenneth E. Innis
Joe A. Jalofsky
Joe R. Jennett
J. M. Jones
Milton C. Jones
John V. Joy
Thos. J. Keating
Norman A. Kellog
C. C. Kelly
Geo. J. Kell y
Harold E. Kelly
Jas. W. Kelly
Michael J. Kennedy, Jr.
Freda Kimberling
Del. H. Kinney
Albert Kostal
Rudolph Kraxner
C. K. Krimminger
Leo Krug
Tbos. J. Laidlaw
Frank L'Amie

James Likovich
\Villiam J. Lutz, Jr.
Robert D. Macey
Wm. J. Mahoney
Alex Malo
Phillip Mandel
John jos. Manning
Alfred G. Maple
Enriq ue Marquez
Chas. D. Mason
Adolph S. Megert
R. G. Meierhoffer
Elmer O. Mellvile
Paul J. Millberger
Eric O. Miller
Mary Agnes Miller
Wilbur E. Mo'nicr
Arthur P. Mantei!
Geo. D. Moore
Donald L. Moriarcy
Flora 1. Munger
Robert D. Munro
Harry B. McCarthy
Leo Jas. McCormick
Anthony
W. McGuire
Robert J. McMahon. Jr.
Geo. N. Neff
John E. Nelson
Bert E. Newland
Paul W. Nicholas
Adelbert P. Nichols, Jr.
Miss Alice M. Northway
Patrick H. Nugent
Harriette
O'Brien
Mrs. Mabel O'Dell
Aileen Oelschlaeger
Phillip L. Oleno
j ulian L. O'Malley
Frank J. O'Neill
Jas. M. Patt
Edirh E. Peck
\'V'm. A. Penrod
Thos. R. Peery
Chas. N. Pitts
Ralph E. Pope
Chas. W. Porter
LeRoy W. Powers
jos. F. Rabuse
Raymond W. Radford
Wm. H. Radford

Wallace Ramsey
Tho,. F. Reed
Clark T. Reid
Henry A. Riederer
Tho,. A. Roach
Harold Roberts
Roy A. Roberts
Jos. P. Robertson
Miss Hermia Robrock
Miss Clair Rogers
Miss Louise Root
jos. Rosenzweig
Elmer H. Rush
Martin H. Ryan
Alexander J. Sally
Florence A. Schenck
Chas. A. Settle
Robert F. Sevier
L. P. Shaffer
Gordon Shell berg
Harold D. Sherrler
Jno. D. Shoemaker
Wm. D. Shoemaker
Jno. B. Slater
Thos. A. Slaughter
Robert L. Smith
Ted F. Smith
Alfred C. Sprague
\X1esley C. Stark
Jack D. Starr
]. Paul Stevenson
Isadore Srolov
Frank D. Sturgis
Jack B. Teglcr
Cecil W. Trapp
Jim C. Treat
Ralph Trogdon
Edward \'if. Truxall
Brady B. Urton
C. B. Urton
Robert G. Walker
Mrs. Marie N. \'V'altner
W. Clay Ward
Patrick M. Waters
John D. \Xfilliams
Miss Maxine N. Williams
Paul G. Winans
Chas. J. Winger
Riley B. Winget
John E. Workm:m
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VIVIAN

E. PHILLIPS

It is with OTIe accord that the students of Kansas City School
of Law unite in expressing their esteem and admiration
for their
learned instructor and debate coach, Vivian E. Phillips.
For many
years he has turned out winning
debate teams and has worked
ardously in establishing
for our law school a commendable
reputation for forensic arts. Mr. Phillips has gained the sincere respect
of his associates by his will to cooperate, together with his rare
ability to simplify complex matters, and thus enable the student
to solve legal problems with scientific .thoroughness.
His kindly personality,
and his desire to be of service to the
student body has made his classes very popular with the students,
and has greatly heightened
the interest which is taken in forensic
activities.
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JANE JOHNSON

TEAM

JANE PALMER

HELENE

GUGEL

"Pamassus born
Oh. muse divine:
0, Cleo, queen of sisters nine,
Upon me shed your guiding light,
And Goddess guide my pen aright.

In undertaking
to outline the debate season of this year, the author is fully
aware that the fate of the participants
lies in the glistening drop of ink that
hangs pendant on his pen, and it is with the greatest hesitancy that he undertakes to chronicle here the events which should transport
them to the Elysian
field.
From an imposing array of forensic artists, Coach Phillips selected two
varsity teams that were undefeated throughout
the entire season. The affirmative team. composed of Hilary Bush, Conn Withers and Ben Swofford, not only
defeated all opponents
but could have compared favorably with any team in
the country.
Both Bush and Withers were debaters of four years' experience
from William Jewell College. while Ben Swofford was the champion orator of
the United States in 1929.
On the undefeated negative team. Mr. Phillips
placed Burdette Yeo, a four-year college dearer : William
Smith, a brilliant
and convincing speaker. and H. B. Landoe. from Montana State College, winner
of the State Oratorical
Contest of Montana
in 1927.
It is not difficult to
imagine what six men of such calibre could do to an opposing team.
Among the teams defeated this year were William Jewell
College. Park College and the Teacher's College of Emporia.
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Inter-Class
JUNIOR

JAMES

Debating

CLASS TEAM

L. WILLIAMS

DUKE~ PADDOCK

Participation
in forensic activities has been greatly enlarged by the an n ual
inter-class debating Contest which was inaugurated
two years ago by Professor
Phillips.
Both years the contest has been won by the present Junior Class,
captained by Jim Williams. former Oklahoma
A. \:1 M. varsity debater. This
year's contest was marked by vigorous competition and spirited rivalry between
classes. The first team to draw blood was the Senior Class, composed of G. R.
Parkhurst
and James E. Burke. who defeated the Sophomore
team of Phil J.
Gengler and Claire Spears. Next. the Junior Class, represented by Jim Williams
and Clinton Paddock. former Missouri University star debater, defeated Ernest
L. Friedman and Joseph Rosensweig of the Freshman Class. The final and
deciding contest between the Junior team and their Senior rivals was closely
drawn and very much in doubt until the last ballot was announced.
With fear and trembling,
Paddock and Williams
next met the selected
girls' team composed of Re nola Bonstein and Opal Cecil and were again favored
by fortune and the bailors.
GIRLS' INTERCLASS TEAM

OPAL CECIL
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Law
ABRAHAM

Lecture
LiNCOLN

] am not an accomplished
lawyer. I find quite as much material for a
lecture in those points wherein I have failed, as in those wherein I have been
moderately successful. The leading rule for the lawyer, as for the man of every
other calling, is diligence.
Leave nothing for tomorrow
which can be done
today. Never let your correspondence
fall behind.
Whatever piece of business
you have in hand, before stopping, do all the labor pertaining
to it which can
then be done. When you bring a common-law
suit, if you have the facts for
doing so, write the declaration at once. If a law point be involved, examine
the books, and nore the' authority you rely on upon the declaration itself, where
you are sure to find it wanted.
The same of defenses and pleas. In business
not likely to be litigated-ordinary
collection cases, foreclosures, partitions,
and
the like-make
all examinations
of titles, and note them, and even draft orders
and decrees in advance. This course has a triple advantage;
it avoids omissions
and neglect, saves you labor when once done, preforms theTabor out of court
when you have leisure, rather than in court when you have not. Extemporaneous speaking should be practiced and cultivated.
It is the lawyer's avenue
to the public. However able and faithful he may be in other respects, people
are slow to bring him business if he can not make a speech. And yet there is
not a more fatal error to young lawyers than relying too much on speechmaking. If anyone, upon his rare powers of speaking, shall claim .an exemption
from the drudgery of the law, his case is a failure in advance.
.
Discourage litigation.
Persuade your neighbors to compromise whenever
you can. Point out to them how the nominal winner is often a real loser-in
fees, expenses, and waste of time. As a peacemaker the lawyer has a superior
opportunity
of being a good man. There will be business enough.
Never stir up litigation.
A worse man can scarcely be found than one
who does this. Who can be more nearly a fiend than he who habitually
overhauls the register of deeds in searth of defects in titles, whereon to stir up
strife, and put money in his pocket? A moral tone ought to be infused into
the profession which should drive such men out of it ..
The matter of fees is important,
far beyond the mere' question of bread
and butter involved.
Properly attended to, fuller justice is done to both. lawyer
and client. An exorbitant
fee should never be claimed .' As a general rule, never
take your whole fee in advance, nor any more than a small retainer.
When
fully paid beforehand,
you are more than a common mortal if you can feel
the same interest in the case as if something was still in prospect for you, as well
as for your client. And when you lack interest in the case the job will very
likely lack skill and diligence in the performance.
Settle the amount of fee
and take a note in advance.
Then you will feel that you are working
for
something, and you are sure to do your work faithfully
and well. Never sell
a fee note-at
least not before the consideration
service is performed .. It leads
to negligence and dishonesty-negligence
by losing interest in the case, and
dishonesty in refusing to refund when you have allowed the ....consideration
to
fail.
There is ·a vague popular belief that lawyers are necessarily dishonest.
1 say vague, because when we consider to what extent confidence and honors
are reposed in and conferred upon lawyers by the people, it appears improbable
that their impression of dishonesty is very distinct and vivid. Yet the impression is common, almost universal.
Let no young man choosing the law for
a calling for a moment yield to the popular belief-resolve
to be honest at all
events; and if in your own judgment you can not be an honest lawyer. resolve
to be honest without
being a lawyer.
Choose some other occupation,
rather
than one in the choosing of which you do, in advance, consent to be a knave .
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Hjal m ar Landoe. Lee Reeder. Conn Withers, Frank
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L. Williams,
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Kappa
ACTIVE
THETA

Beta

Pi

MEMBERS

KAPP1\ BETA PI LEGAL SORORITY

CHAPTER.

Lucy Carrol
Hilda Galbrairh
Hazel Holmgren

Elizabeth Moss
Ruth Patton
Margaret Parshall
Dorothy Stephenson
Elizabeth Watson

Jeanette Johnson

Thelma Kaster
J. Louise Law

Bernice Wesner

Olive Wilkinson
Ruth Laitner Waltner
Lois Swingle Keller
Dorothy Brooks Edwards
Helene Gugel
Alice Nesbit

An ne Sarachon Hooley
Annette Moore
Margaret Louise MeGa vern

Isis McGuffey
Dorothy Moebus
Mildred Jane Moore
Freda Shirley

SENIOR CLASS
Hilda Galbraith

Elizabeth Moss
Dorothy Stephenson

Margaret Louise MeGa vern

Isis McGuffey
Dorothy Moebus

Bernice Wesner

Lois Swingle Keller

JUNIOR
Dorothy Brooks Edwards

CLASS
Freda Shirley

SOPHOMORE

Helene Gugel

CLASS

Mildred Jane Moore

OFFICERS
MARGARET

OF ACTIVE

CHAPTER

Associate

ISIS MCGUFFEY
HILDA

WESNER

LOIS SWINGLE
HELENE

KELLER

GUGEL

Dean

Registrar

GALBRAITH

BERNICE

Dean

PARSHALL

.
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DOROTHY
MARGARET
PARSHALL
HILDA GALBRAITH
ELIZABETH

HELENE

MOEBUS
GUCEL

MILDRED
FREDA

JANE

SHIRLEY

MOORE
MARGARET
MeGA VERN
DOROTHY
STEPHENSON

MRS. CARL G. EDWARDS

MOSS

ALICE NESBIT
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Kappa Beta Pi Ladder

of Success

It was a dreamer. idealist and a worker who attained the first rung for
women on this ladder of which I write.
A woman who was not only brave,
noble and" intelligent,
but also a fighter.
This pioneer who went into the
battle field. the court room, to fight not only bel' case but the fact that she was
only a "mere woman."
At this time I wish to express my highest esteem for
that woman, probably long since dead, for myself and sister Iegalires.
On December 15, 1908, a charter was received by ten young women of
the Chicago-Kent
College of Law, which brought the KAPPA BETA PI LEGAL
SORORITY into existence.
Another step was achieved in the ladder of success!
At last women with a common aim. high ideals and a worthy purpose were'
united to lessen the struggles of pioneer women lawyers and make brighter our
future in the law profession.
.
This date is celebrated by our chapters all over the world.
On December
l'i, this year, Theta Chapter held a tea at the Kansas City Athletic Club to
which the faculty was invited.
Everyone present had an enjoyable afternoon
and we hope to make the "Faculty Tea" an annual event.
Since that memorial day in 1908 many Kappa Beta Pi women have won
fame in the legal world and done much to place our sorority at the top of the
Ladder of Success.
The following are only a few of our illustrious members:
Honorable Florence E. Allen, Judge of the Supreme Court of Ohio, who
was declared by vote of the National Convention
of the Federation of Business
f1 Professional Women's Clubs, held in Oakland, California, to be the outstanding professional woman in the United States.
Mary Grossman,
"Judge Mar y" of Cleveland, Ohio, in her legal work
has been "first" in several things.
She was the first woman ro be admitted
to the American Bar Association and the first woman member of the Commercial Law League of America.
Grace Brown, Lambda, who won glory for herself and Kappa Beta Pi in
foreign lands when she went abroad carrying introductory
letters to foreign
courts from Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg, in order to try cases in Paris.
Athens and London.
In Paris she represented a client claiming $500,000
from the Turkish government
for property confiscated during the World War.
Edith M. Haynes is a member of whom we are all proud.
She has practiced law since 1902 and during that time she has held many unique positions
of a public or educational character, and has lectured on many legal and political
subjects.
She was one of the founders of the Massachusetts
Association
of
Women Lawyers, of which organization
she was president for several years.
Mme. Yvonne Netter of Paris, France. is Vice-President
of the newly
organized
International
Federation
of Business and Professional
Women,
elected by delegates at Geneva representing
twenty countries.
Mme. Netter,
one of the best known women lawyers in France, has received a bronze medal
for her social service work from the society for the aid of Wounded Soldiers, a
semi-official French Government
institution.
Honorable Genevieve R. Cline, Judge of the New York Customs Court.
is the first woman to be appointed to a Federal Judgeship.
Helena Normanton,
our first member of England,
and the first woman
to be a British Barrister.
Mme. Suzanne Grinberg, Paris, France. the ninth woman to be admitted
to the French bar.
She is the first woman to practice in Alsace-Lorraine,
and
the only one to appear before a military tribunal in Germany on behalf of
officers of the Army of Occupation.
She is the only woman who has been
elected as a member of the Board of the French Bar Association.
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Ka ppa Beta Pi
Kappa Beta Pi
\Ve revere thy honored name;
We arc proud to be thy daughters
And rejoice to spread thy fame"

.

See! Our emblem is the Greek "K"
And see our colors gold and blue;
.Bind our hearts forever to thee
With a love that's ever true.
And thy standards ever made thee
Of the noblest "Frats," a peer;
Speed thou onward, ever upward,
In thy glorious career.

"

Kappa Beta Pi
Kappa Beta Pi
We revere thyhonored name:
We are proud to be thy daughters
And rejoice to spread thy fame.

,

(Words

by JunieElizabeth

Newton,
-Compiled

of Omicron
by Dorothy

Chapter)
Brooks Edwards,
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Phi Delta

Delta

PSI CHAPTER
Flowers:

Rose and Violet

Colors:

OFFICERS
Alice

SCOtt

Edna

Landes

High

PSI CHAPTER

Priestess

Eleanor

Priestess

Jane

Donna

Gribble

CHAPTER

Audrey

Stith

Registrar

Johnston.

Chaplain

.. Chancellor

ROLL

Allen, Dixie Dorothy
Blankenship,

Gld Rose and Violet

Sadler, Gertrude
Scott, Alice L.

Elgin

Coen, Rosy Anderson
Davis, Ludie Sage

Sego, Lura Poe
Short, L ula C.

Gribble,

Shoopman,

Donna P.

Lauderdale

Josephine

Halbert, Minnie Marie

Simonton,

Jackson.

Maude Kern'

Johnston,

Jane Foulks

Smith, Blanche Caroline
Stanford, Cora Lee

Margaret

Kline, Helen M.

Stith, Eleanor K.

Knight,

Taylor,

Lillie

Landes, Edna M.
Catherine

Northern,

Catherine

Palmer,
Pratt,

Writesman, Madeleine
Boyd, Mildred

Jane Walker

Tracy

Braly, Norma
Coles, Amber

Vivian Lau

Ramsey, Mary Louise
Reisinger, Beatrice

Jo Zelma Smith

Staples Gladys Walker
White, Hildred Gough

Menezes, Sara Cory
McKenny,

Lacchem

Coles, Adelia
Ehrhart,

•

Prichard,

Esther

Blanche

ALUMNAE
D;lIon, Mabel Wh;tsell

Reilly, Mabel

Fitch, Mabel

Reilly, Margaret

Jones, Vera

Riley, Rosemary

Lee, Alseba Munro

Taylor, Marion O'Keefe
Wells, Lillian

Mason, Margaret
Cortner,

•• <»,"",

Jewell Williams
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Phi Delta Delta
Fraternal
membership
affords the individual
one of his most valued
contacts toward professional
achievement.
Especially is this true of an honor
fraternity in which its members are striving not only to bring honor to their
organization
but to their profession as well.
Phi Delta Delta holds a place surpassed by none in the personnel of
successful women,
including
our Honorary
President
Mrs. Mabel Walker
Willebrandt,
who retains a counselor capacity in three of the outstanding
industrial enterprises in the United States today-Aviation,
Radio and Moving
Pictures. Also we list among our membership, such women as Miss Lois Gates
Gorman, the only woman member of the Interstate Commerce Commission:
Honorable Annabel Mathews, a member of the Unired Stares Board of Tax
Appeals: Miss Lucile Atcherson,
the first woman to enter Diplomatic
service
In the U n ircd States.
Phi Delta Delta is represented from coast to coast by others in such official capacity as Miss Grace Dailey, divorce proctor of Seattle, Washington;
Miss Eleanor Curnow,
dean of women at the Brooklyn
Law School: Miss
Ella May Failor. Assistant United States District Attorney
of New York;
Dr. Emma Wold, technical advisor to the United States delegation
for the
Codific~tion
of International
Law at the Hague, and others too numerous
to mention.
The International
convention
of Phi Delta Delta was held in August.
1930 in New York. To attend a national convention
is one of the happiest
experiences in fraternal
life and Psi chapter was well represented with the
following:
Margaret Mason, Eleanor Stith, Edna Landes, Alseba Munro Lee,
and Catherine Northern.
We are very proud to announce two national officers
from Psi chapter: Alseba Munro Lee, first Vice-President,
and Mabel Whitsell
Dillon, Province Secretary.
We announce
the revival of Kansas City Alumnae
Chapter
with the
following members: Mabel Whitsell Dillon. Vera Jones, Mable Fitch, Alseba
Munro Lee. Margaret Mason, Mabel Reilly, Margaret Reilly, Marion O'Keefe
Taylor.
Lillian Wells, Rosemary Riley, and Jewell Williams
Cortner.
Also
the installation
of a chapter at Yale and one at St. Louis University.
In maintaining
the high standard set out by the organization
it IS interesting to note Psi chapter's participation
in the activities and honors of the
school in the past year. Jane Palmer and Jane Johnston
are now members
of the Intercollegiate Debate team. Eleanor Stith was awarded the Gladys Huntsinger Memorial
Prize offered to the woman student
making the highest
average in the sophomore class.
-Eleanor

....

',=,

Stith,
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Phi Alpha Delta
BENTON

CHAPTER

FRATRES

ROLL

HONORARIUS

Hon. Sanford B. La dd
Judge James M. Johnson
J udge "Tho rn as J. Seehom

FRATRES
John

B. Pew

IN FACULTATE

Edmund M. Field
Thomas A. Cosrellow
R. C. Van Valkenburg
Ludwick Graves

S. O. Hargis
H. G. Leedy
John B. Gage

FRA TRES
M. E. Barnes
Leonard
Wilber

IN PRAESENTf

J. V. Joy
M. J. Kennedy
Chandler Key
Wm. F. Knowles
R. C. Kra xner
G. R. Langford
Cv Long

Benanti
BOJnd

C. F. Brockus
F. V. Burr
Alben B. Cabiness
W. F. Clark
R. F. Coomer
Cornelius Costello
John Stuart Dawson

H. B, Landoc
Edward Mulloy
Gerald Manes
C. W. Meador
Wilber Moebus
Robert Monroe
T. M. Neller
B. E. Newland
J. V. Noonan
G. R. Reichel

W. E. Danneb urg
E. H. Erdman
Carl Edwards
Harold Hamrn
J. R. Hoffman
F. O. Hurst

Charles L. Carr
Stanley Bassett
J udge S. A. Dew
Arthur D. Sccrrirr

Homer

Reinsch

Paul Rings
Sumner

Roberts

W. A. Robertson
Wm. F. Stockdale
H. J. Swanson
P. L. T'homas
Edward Temple
R. G. Trogdon
John Thurmond
L. E. Welch
Jim Williams
F. B. Wilson
Frank Woolley
John Workman
J. Thomas \V rJ y

PLEDGES
Bill Monier
Donald Masev
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Carl Manda cina
Vernon Elliot
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Benton

Chapter

Benton Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta was named to perpetuate the memory
of Thomas Hart Benton, one of the most picturesque characters in American
history.
Since its inception at the Kansas City School of Law in 1907, Benton
Chapter has grown to an organization
of some 350 alumni and active members. including some of the foremost lawyers and judges in Missouri.
Outstanding among the earlier members are such names as the late Judge Willard P.
Hall, the late Honorable
Oliver H. Dean, Judge Bell. Judge Dew, Judge
Johnson,
John B. Pew, James Aylward,
Hon. Edwin C. Bland. and many
others who have been an honor to the profession.
"The aim of the fraternity
is to endow its members with the ideals and
practices most laudable in the legal profession.
There ace at present forty
members in the active chapter who have been chosen primarily
by their
scholastic attainments
in the study of law.
The chapter house maintains
a
complete law library of Missouri cases. Corpus J uris, Cyc~. and Digests.
In curricular activities, Benton Chapter has always been well represented
in class offices, forensic activity, scholarship and the editorship of the Pandex.
It is commendable to note that Wilbur Boand and Cornelius Costello led the
193 I graduating
class in scholarship.
and that with one exception all chapter
men graduating
this year have already been admitted to practice law.
In conjunction
with the interest taken in scholastic and intellectual
veloprnent.
the chapter participates
in many social activities throughout
year.

de~.
the

Benton Chapter has a large and well developed Alumni organization
of
over 300 practicing attorneys.
This eminent group retains a keen interest in
the workings of the active chapter and is constant and solicitous in its cooperation.
The benefit derived from association with these men is of inestimable worth.
Success in law cannot be gained from books alone, nor is culture merely the product of knowledge.
It is association, coupled with learning
and adaptability
which constitutes the successful man and lawyer.
Among school activities in the past year we find James L. Williams.
Editor of the Pandex, with Hjalmar
Landoe as Associate Editor;
Hurschel
Swanson. Advertising
Manager, and Frank K. Woolley,
William Roberston
and Carl Mandacina as Contributing
Editors.
The Varsity Debate Team was
represented by Hjalmar
Landoe.
In the Inter-Class
Debate Contest James
Williams was captain of the team which won the Inter-Class
Championship.
Among the officers of the various classes were Bebe Noonan. Carl Mandacina
and Edward Mulloy in the Junior Class; Chandler Key and Paul Rings in the
Sophomore
Class; and Bert Newland and Ralph Trogdon
in the Freshman
Class. A School Orchestra was this year organized by Chandler Key. In the
graduating
class for this year Charles Wilbur Boand ranks first in scholastic
attainment
and graduates Summa Cumm Laude.
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Officers

CHARLES

WILBUR

of Benton Chapter

FRANK

BOANO

. Vice-J usrice

K. WOOLLEY
Secreta ry

\VAL TER DANNEBURG

Justice

STEWART DAWSON

GERALD

Treasurer

MANES

House Manager

FRANK

BROCHUS

Marshal
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Trogdon

Newland

Temple

Rings.

Swanson

Ham

Williams

Cabiness

Landoe

Costello

Kraxner

Erdman

Kennedy

Joy

Monier

Clark

Edwards

Reinsch

Monroe,

Stockdale

Roberts

Thomas

Mulloy

Crouch

Holfman

Coomer

Morbus

Burr

Workman

Reichel

Mandacina

Robersron

Noonan

Key

Brochus
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Delta Theta Phi
SNYDER
Plower:

White

SENATE

Carnation

ROLL
Colors:

Green and White

SENIORS
Edward F. Am
William,A. Baker
Buford/E. Braly
Francis A,_Brown
Jack V. Etcben
James B. Hunt, Jr.
Walter S. Jennings
Harry J. Kaelin

Harry A. Kinney
Harry A. Lancaster
Edmund E. P. Miller
William L. McCool
Edwin A. Pearsall
James H. Proudfit
H. C. Robertson
Burdette Yeo

JUNIORS
Kenneth H. Armstrong
Gordon R. Boyer
Clarence L. Bush
Hilary A. Bush
Jess D. Clemens
Martin C. Craw n
Don E. Elston

CI yde C. Heeter
Frederick Kimball
Robert B. McCreight
Douglas Lee Reeder
Frederick Sorensen
Randall J. Watson
Conn Withers

SOPHOMORES
Phil J. Gengler
Marion E. Moore
Garnett M. Peters
George J. Rauen

Erwin W. Steinbeck
Chester P. Stewart
Robert B. Vaughan

FRESHMEN
Robert F. Waite

Delmar

FRATRES'IN
Homer A. Cope
Henry L. J ost

Kinney

FACUL TATE
~'

Cbet A. Keyes
\Tivian E. Phillips
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HARRY

A. KINNEY
Dean
MARION

Clerk

FRANCIS

E.

KENNETH

BROWN

ARMSTRONG

Vice-Dean

MOORE

WILLIAM

,

L. MCCOOL

of Exchequer
MARTIN

C.
Bailiff

"Q".~

A.

Tribune

CRAWN

HILARY

Master

A. BUSH
of Ritual
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Senate Records
The purpose of a law fraternity
is to provide the opportunity
for closer
relationship
of individuals
of widely different environments,
bringing to each
member tolerance of the opinions of others, productive friendships, and mutual
interests.
Fraternities provide a tie between students and alumni.
They offer
the contacts and social affairs which develop poise, self-confidence
and polish.
High ideals in one's private life and in the profession of the law ace inculcated.
The credo of the Delta Theta Phi is "to unite fraternally
congenial
students of the law; to lead them and their fellow students to high scholarship
and legal learning; to surround them with an environment
such as the traditions of the law and the profession may descend upon them: to promote justice:
to inspire respect for the highest qualities of manhood:
and to advance the interests of every school of law with which this fraternity shall be associated."
The measure to which Snyder Senate has lived up to this creed may be
seen in the membership and the extra-curricula
activities of the chapter.
Last
year we ranked second in general senate scholarship
among some sixty-seven
senates representing
the leading law schools and universities of this country.
Robert Vaughan '33 was awarded the prize for ranking student of the Freshman Class.
Three brothers are members of this year's varsity debate teams.
Hilary
A. Bush is captain of the affirmative
team, and Conn Withers is his "first
lieutenant"
whose arguments are couched in such high sounding language that
opponents are at a loss to refute them.
Burdette Yeo is captain of the negative
team. Brother Vivian E. Phillips is the debate coach.
During the last several
years he has built up an enviable record with law school teams.
Hilary Bush
and Conn Withers are president and vice-president,
respectively, of the Debate
Council. and Clarence L. Bush is treasurer.
Brothers Lee Reeder, Conn Withers and Hilary Bush are members of the
Pandex staff.
Brothers Frank Brown and Walter Jennings,
as chairmen of
the Pandex sales and advertising committees in the Senior Class, were instrumental in the selection of a senior candidate as Pandex Queen.
Brother Edward
F. Arn-recently
appointed
as Assistant Attorney-General
of Kansas-and
Pledges Joe Jennett and Clair W. Spears were class speakers at the Washington
Day Banquet;
and Burdette Yeo as president of the Senior Class was toastmaster.
Perhaps the outstanding
accomplishment
of Snyder Senate this year is the
securing of a fraternity house.
For years we have looked forward to the time
when we might have a house, and it was due to the enthusiasm and perseverance
of this year's officers, especially Kinney, McCool. Brown and Bush. that at
last this goal was attained.
We are now established in a beautiful three-story
stone house at 3600
Harrison Boulevard.
There are a spacious living room that may be converted
into a ball room for small parties, a den and card room, an attractive dining
room large enough for fraternity dinners: a study and chapter room, and comfortable bed rooms for the house members.
Mrs. Zimmerman
has been a
most excellent house mother.
The house has enabled us to have more informal parties-in
fact a Saturday night dance and bridge party after school has become almost a weekly
tradition.
Many alumni drop in for an enjoyable evening with old friends
and new brothers.
18th.

The mid-year initiation was held at the fraternity house January 16th and
The following
men experienced all the thrills of pledge duties-even
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Senate Records (Continued)
to getting a note from Art Castle, and removing a sign from a well known
recreation place-.-Dell Clemens, Gordon Boyer, Fred Sorensen, Robert Waite,
Chester Stewart,
Randall
Watson,
Erwin Steinbeck,
and Delmar Kinney.
They are all fine fellows who can honor Delta Theta Phi.
Another class will
be initiated in May.
Near the end of the school year it is proper to commend the officers for
this year.
To a man they have conscientiously
performed
their duties, and
harmoniously
worked together for the betterment of Snyder Senate.
It is with a feeling of reluctance that we realize that all too soon the Senior
members will leave their school behind and engage in the law profession.
Many
of that class have been the leaders of fraternal activity, and they will be missed.
We hope that the house may help to bind them closer to the active senate.
-Burdette
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Delta Beta Legal Fraternity

Beta Chapter of LAi'vIBDA DELTA BETA has reached another milestone on
its journey, and we pause here for a short period to glance back in review of a
year which we have striven to make one of progressive attainm,cnts.
OUf first action was the selection of as fine a set of officers as the Chapter
has yet chosen to lead it forward, namely;
Sol Ribakoff. Chancellor:
Harold
Marks. Vice-Chancellor:
Israel Schlozman.
Master of Rolls: Hyman I. Zeldin.
Burser. and Moss Silverforb,
Chairman
National Executive Committee.
The
formal installation of officers was held at the Hotel LaSalle in the latter part of
September.
Brother William Sandhaus,
together with a large' attendance of
alumni, made the occasion an event in the history of the Chapter.
Brothers Joseph Levy, Charles Schneider and Israel Schlozman were next
set to work co arrange a "Rush Party"
in keeping with the traditions
of
LAMBDA
DELTA
BETA.
The result was an affair'at
the President Hotel
which gave us cause to congratulate ourselves upon the choice of the committee,
Our principal speaker. Mr. Nathan Mnookin, more than fulfilled his reputation
as an authority upon fraternalism.
This year witnessed the inauguration
of our monthly
suppers. at which
members of the faculty, alumni and prominent
men of the local bar led discussions on legal studies and ethics.
Mr. Vivian E. Phillips of the faculty will
be especially remembered for his talk on "Due Process of Law."
The elevation of a brother, Mr. Sam Shapiro, co the office of Assistant
Prosecuting
Attorney
of Jackson County next engaged our attention.
At a
banquet in his honor, it was discovered that, with the exception of one brother
who was suddenly called out of town, everyone of the original charter members
of the Chapter was present.
This indicates how successfully the Chapter has
retained its original impetus, while steadily strengthening
its force with new
men.
At the moment of this writing we are engaged in plans for an anruversary
dance which we fondly hope will more than surpass all past efforts.
The above briefly presents a record or out activities thru the year to those
interested in the incidents of our journey.
The constant support of all school
activities has been not the least of our endeavors, and a part in the publishing
of this Pandex a real privilege.
With a word of farewell and God-speed to Brothers Harry Ginsberg
Max Adelstein, who have journeyed afar, but still remain an integral part of
organization,
Beta Chapter of Lambda Delta Beta reiterates its belief in
benefits of fraternalism
and modestly points toward Beta Chapter as an
ample of its merits.
HYMAN
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The Spring of 1931, with its plenitude of pleasant memories, was made
more attractive by the delightful
interlude of dancing and pleasures attendant
to tbe coronation of the Pandex Queen at the Hotel Muehlebach on the night
of April 25.
The principal social event of the Kansas City School of Law was attended by a happy throng featured by the multitudes of beautiful girls. exquisite
in their lovely gowns, who truly enhanced tbcbcauty
of the attractively
decorated ballroom,
Music to still the savage hearts of embryo lawyers was ryrhmatically
dispensed by Earl Coleman and his orchestra.
The masculine part of the crowd surprised all who had contact with them
in the routine of the school by their well-groomed
and altogether
pleasing
appearance and behavior.
Only an affair such as this can be conducive of so
much good.
The dancing couples were interrupted
b y the appearance of the Royal
Courier-"All
hail the Queen."
With slow steps the royal procession began its
march to Her Majesty's throne.
First, the Queen's Ladies, charming in their
beauty and carriage, enhanced by their attractive gowns, made the way for the'
royal cortege. Next, accompanied by the immaculate and distinguished
Honorable John B. Pew, came the retiring Queen, Miss Cora Lee Stanford. who held
the honor at the previous year's ball-she
was truly graceful and sweet in
her abdication.
Then, with a step, slow and graceful yet regal. came -the
piquant, demure, almost blushingly
beautiful Queen. The school is proud to
acknowledge such charm and attractiveness as has its Queen, Miss Betty Moss,
of the Senior class. Also it takes pleasure in claiming the dainty attendants
of
Her Majesty, the Misses Cora Lee Stanford, Hilda Gilbreairh,
Isis McGuffey.
Bernice Wesner, Thelma
Schultz, Ester Earhart,
Maxine Williams,
Helene
Gugel and Freda Shirley.
Mr. Pew, in his coronation
address, expressed the opinion that was held
by the entire gathering when he commended
the taste of the Senior Class in
electing a Majesty of such pulchritude.
With her attendants.
she ruled the ball until the waning hours bade all
seek rest from the evening's festivities.
WILLIAM

A.

ROBERTSON.

'32.
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The Washington

Day Banquet

The Twenty-sixth
Annual Washington
Day Banquet of the Kansas City School of
Law, held in the Colonial Ballroom at the Muehlebach
Hotel,
demonstrated
its increasing
popularity
by the number present, which surp .ssed any attendance in the history of this affair.
As toastmaster.
Burdette Yeo. President of the Senior Class, performed his task with the
adeptness of an old master.
"To be or not to be" was the subject of the first speaker of the evening. Joe R. Jennett,
chosen by the Freshmen class.
Clinton T. "Duke"
Paddock,
was the speaker representing the Junior Class. His subject was "Entangling
Alliances."
The Senior Class chose as their speaker, Edward F. Acn, who made an impressive talk
on "Legal Ethics."
Paul M. LaHines spoke for the Post Graduates.
His subject was "Debunking
the -Moder ns.
The School was presented a life-size portrait of our late President, Judge Willard P. Hall,
by the faculty of the School. The portrait was painted by John Douglass Patrick, who was
also in attendance at the banquet.
Dean Edward
D. Ellison presided over the ceremonies.
Elmer N. Powell, gave the presentation
address and Sanford B. Ladd, who succeeded Judge
Hall as president of the School. spoke in acceptance.
-Miss Helen Curdy
and Miss Isabel
Curdy, granddaughters
of Judge Hall, unveiled the portrait.
Allen Farley, Class of '31, entertained
the audience with a few favorite selections,
His
efforts were received with great enthusiasm and applause.
He was given a tremendous ovation
and in appreciation of this he ,gave a pleasing encore.
Francis A. Brown read the "Report of the Grievance Committee."
He expressed our
indignation
at the dominancy of the quiz-masters,
and their trampling
of our rights.
The Class of 191 I held their "after twenty years" reunion. and Clay C Rogers, speaking in behalf of this Class, communicated
the feeling to us that the Class of 1911 was "still
full of gas."
Hon. James A. Reed was the principal speaker of the evening; he spoke in high praise
of Judge Willard P. Hall, expressing his sentiments as to the high degree of credit and esteem
to which Judge Hall had risen. As always, the Senator gave a most interesting and brilliant
talk.
CARL MANDACINA,

'32.
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Letter

from the President

To The Pandex:
I know how unlikely it is that this letter will find its way to the press,
but if space permits please allow me the privilege of expressing my gratitude
for the excellent manner in which the Staff, the student body and the Faculty
have cooperated in the production of the 1931 Pandex.
You know. 1 had the
responsibility,
along with Judge Powell and Dean Ellison, of appointing
the
Staff, and, therefore, it is my desire that this letter be inserted somewhere near
the back of the book so that if anything has been published that needs reduction, refutation or explanation,
it can be done here with the least excitement.
The Junior Class. whose duty and privilege it was to edit this book, 15
indebted to the entire Staff for its fine work, and especially indebted to Jim
Williams,
Editor;
Tom Wells, Business Manager,
and Hurschel Swanson,
Advertising
Manager.
These three, I think, are to be commended
above all
others, although I do not wish to detract from the work of their associates. Jim
Williams in his easy-going and pleasant way did much to promote harmony
and good-will among the members of the Staff and engender a spirit of friendly
rivalry between the classes in the sale of Pandexes.
Tom Wells, the fast stepping Business Manager, kept his organization
at work day and night on the
sale of advertising and books. and by his driving power and shrewd business
ability made the book a financial success. Ably assisting Tom Wells was
Hurschel Swanson, who as Advertising
Manager, sold more advertising space
than has ever been sold in a previous year. and all this despite the alleged business depression.
Norma Braley is to be congratulated
on her splendid work in
selling more advertising than any other member of the Advertising
Committee.
It would be impossible for us to finance a book of this kind without the
support. and cooperation of the business and professional
men of Kansas City,
and for that reason we express our appreciation
to our advertisers
for their
loyal support.
We trust that the advertisers will be patronized
by the students
of the Kansas City School of Law so that the value of advetrising in the Pandex
will be enhanced from year to year.
We appreciate the work of the entire student
publication
of this book. and especially the splendid
Powell. Dean Ellison and Mrs. Roach.

body and Faculty in the
advice and help of Judge

Others deserving of special mention for their help are: John R. Rooney,
for the Memorial page: Teachenor
'{<5 Bartberger,
for their high class engravings: Moore's Studio, for the artistic reproduction
of some of our homely
faces. and Burd \j Fletcher for the printing of the Pandex.
It may be that you will have some criticism to make of this book, but
remember that the Staff has labored hard for eight months to please you, and
have always been open to suggestions and criticism.
If in later years you grow
weary of the courts and lawyers, like the Judge in Whittier's
poem, "Maud
Muller," and can turn to this book and refresh your recollections of days gone
by. and call back again the old familiar faces. the work of the Staff will not
have been in vain.
ANDY PFLUMM, President Jr. Class .
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Honors and Prizes for 1930
Graduate Receiuing Summa cum Laude
"Randall on Instructions."
(five volumes).
Offered by Vernon Law Book Company.

Levi Evans Cisel

The Sanford B. Ladd Prize (Senior) .

Herbert A. Smith
Fifty Dollars Interest from Fund established by Me. Ladd.
American Law Book Company Prize (Senior) .
. J. Milton Johnson
'Complete set to date of Corpus Juris-Cyc.
Constitutional Law Prize (Senior) .
Harry Ginsberg
"Beveridge's Life of John Marshall."
Offered by Mrs. John C. Bovard of the Class of 1927.

First Junior Prize.

Corneli us Costello
Scholarship in the Senior Class.
Second Junior Prize.
. C. Wilbur Boand
"Black on Rescission and Cancellation."
Offered by Vernon Law Book Company.
Third Junior Prize.
Miss Margaret MeGa vern
"McQuillin on Instructions to Juries."
Offered by Vernon Law Book Company.
Fourth Junior Prize
Edward O. Beil
Callaghan \'5 Company, Law Publishers, Chicago.
Prize consisting of "Cyclopedic Law Dictionary."
Francis M. Black Honor (Sophomore) .
. Charles S. Roberts
"Clark on Private Corporations."

Statutory Rights and Remedies Prize (Sophomore)

.

·Miss Irene Blase

"Brannan on Negotiable Instruments."
Offered by Edward D. Ellison, Dean.

The Patrick Carr Memorial Prize (Sophomore)
Ten Dollars interest on an endowment fund established
Snyder Senate of Delta Delta Phi Law Fraternity.

Philip Harrington
by the

Kappa Beta Pi Legal Sorority Prize (Sophomore)
"Gill on Missouri Real Property."

First Freshman Prize.

.
. . Mrs. Eleanor K. Stith
Offered by the Theta Chapter.
. . Robert B. Vaughan

Set of "Greenleaf on Evidence."
Second Freshman Prize.
. Miss Thelma Schultz
Cooley on "Constitutional
Limitations."
Third Freshman Prize
·Mrs. Opal Cecil
Pattison's "Missouri Code Pleading."
Offered by the Vernon Law Book Company.
The Mrs, Mary A. Powell Honor (Freshman)
. . Mrs. Opal Cecil
"Black's Law Dictionary."
Offered by Hon. Elmer N. Powell of the Faculty.
The Ben E. Todd Prize (Freshman) .
Carroll Olson
"Tiedeman on Real Property."
The William P. Borland Prize (Freshman) .
·Charles E. Groh
"Borland on Wills."

Phi Delta Delta Women's Legal Fraternity Prize (Freshman)
"Pattison's

Forms of Pleading."

.
. Robert B. Vaughan
.Offered by the Psi Chapter .
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Thirty Years Ago

YOUNG POWELL

YOUNG ELLISON

The two gentlemen pictured above won the honors and prizes (with
the ladies) thirty years ago. The pictures were taken from a book entitled
"Who's Who in Kansas City."
190 I.
"' .. '.. .*

Criminal Law Prize (Freshman).

. Miss Grace Campbell
"Underhill on Criminal Evidence,".
Offered by Han. Henry L. Jost of the Faculty.
Award for best essay on "Thomas
Jefferson and the Bill of Rights," given by
the Women's Jefferson Club: Eugene R. Brouse.
A wards for Debating:
Diamond setting in key for Fourth Year Inter-Collegiate
Debating:
Paul
Rex Beach.
Ruby setting in key or emblem for Third Year Inter-Collegiate
Debating:
Burdette Yeo, Rosy Coen, Catherine
McKenny.
Emerald setting in emblem for Second Year Inter-Collegiate
Debating:
Helene Gugel.
Gold key for successful Second Year Inter-Collegiate
Debating:
Hilary A.
Bush, Conn Withers, James D. Howell.
Gold key for successful First Year Inter-Collegiate
Debating:
Hjalmar
Landoe.
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Johnson 'lHorses Up" Mule Case

Statements

Regarding

the Value

of Advertising

in the Pandex

Roger W. Babson:
"Advertising
in the Pandex is to trade what ambition. initiative and
enterprise ace to a human being. It is what speeds up business. Every live and growing concern advertises in the Pandex.
To stop advertising would be to stop growing.
For every
dollar of gross income, a certain percentage should be spent for advertising.
This percentage
varies according to the industry."
NOTE:

Italics OUtS.

Dean Ellison:
"95 pet cent of the enrollment in the Kansas City School of Law can be
traced to advertising through the type of lawyers produced by the school-and
through
the
Pandex."
(Italics ours.)

Editor's

contribution:
"He who has a thing to sell
And goes and whispers in a well
Is not so apt to get the dollars
As he who climbs a tree and hollers."

Compliments of

Hagerty-Kaster
316 Dwight

Powell,
Field g.J
Wisdom

Building

Attorneys-at-Law

VINCENT

M, HAGERTY

THELMA

KASTER

915 Grand

Avenue

Temple
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Opinion

in Johnson's

Mule

Case

This is a case involving
Judge Johnson,
100,000
army mules and a million dollar
fee, and for that reason is most extraordinary,
This is a suit growing out of a suit. It
IS charged
that plaintiffs formerly employed
the learned Judge to bring suit on the mule
case which made Missouri famous and needs
no reference here; that a judgment
was rendered in favor of the plaintiffs in the sum of
four million dollars, and that to date plaintiffs have failed to collect on this judgment.
Plaintiffs further charge that
the Judge has had thirteen years to bring this
tor mer litigation to a close and that he has
done nothing but make an annual journey
down to the Supreme Court to renew old
acquaintances
and baffle the opposing counseJ with some new motion,
the nature of
which is unknown
to plaintiffs;
that he has
horsed up this case from beginning to end.
The Judge's sale defense is based on rhe
law's delay.
This court is called upon to cut the Gordian Knot of formalism and the red tape of
delay and do .Jusrice and Equity.
Let it be known in the beginning
that
Judge Johnson is a friend of this court; that
he brings much business here, and, therefore,
his testimony
will be given much weight.
Briefly, the Judge's story is that in the beginning he was employed
by plaintiffs
to
bring suit in equity against members of a
former partnership
whose business it was to
supply mules to the Allied Armies for the
purpose of winning
the World's
War.
It
seems from the evidence that this partnership
knew more about mules than it did about
keeping books, with the consequent
result
that there was a quarrel over profits, suppressed feeling, some shooting,
and, finally,
litigation.
One of the partners came to Judge
Johnson's office and complained that his share
of the profits was not proportionate
to the
number of mules used in winning the war.
The learned Judge filed suit first and investigated afterwards.
He went to Europe
and rented a horse and rode up and down the
country, counting mules. H~ rode to France
and witnessed the devastating
effects of the
army mule. He saw the Eiffel Tower and
knew that it could have been built for no
other purpose than a hitching
post for a
Missouri
mule, and he knew that it had
withstood
the strain.
He saw the leaning
"Tower of Pisa and inferred that a mule had
been'tethered
there and he knew from the
..."",=
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~------..---~condition of the tower that the mule had got
away. All evidence of the presence of mules
in France was carefully noted by the Judge.
He made copious notes on his findings and
was finally able to arrive at the number of
mules used by the Allies in the war. Coming
back to this country he laid the evidence before the court and was granted a judgment.
Since the time the judgment
was granted
many interesting
and strange motions have
been filed by defense counsel to vacate, set
aside and quash the judgment.
but to no
avail.
Appeals have been taken and writs
issued, but Judge Johnson
has withstood
them all. In the meantime the Judge has
made many visits to foreign countries and
enjoyed much publicity.
But it is the opinion
of this court that while the Judge was in
Europe on pleasure trips, he should have
been at home with an execution in one hand
and a constable in the other.
Any lawyer
who succeeds in getting a judgment
for over
a million dollars against a solvent defendant
should waste no time on pleasure. The value
of money fluctuates and governments rise and
fall. Alfalfa Bill has already been elected
Governor of Oklahoma,
and there is no way
of telling what will happen next.
Two generations have died since this suit
started: Russia has undergone the throes of
revolution;
Germany
has witnessed the inauguration
of a republic;
Mexico has had
sixteen wars: the airplane has supplanted
the
mule as an instrument of destruction:
women
have been allowed the privilege to vote, and
Al Capone has taken over the dictatorship,
For over a quarter of a century this case
has clogged the wheels of Justice.
Judge
Johnson
should
have informed
the court :
years ago that he wanted to collect on this
judgment and we would have ended the litigation then and there. We order that this
case be taken out and buried and the docket
cleared for the young lawyers from the Kansas City School of Law .
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After the Party

DINE and DANCE
At The New

ARABIAN
SUPPER CLUB
We offer the Best of

Food, Entertainment and Dance Music
Specializing

in

.

CHICKEN AND STEAK
DINNERS

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES
AND BAR-BE-Q

(( NO COVER CHARGE
ALBERT C. KaRT '31
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A One-Act

A newly elected Bishop "felt his oats,"
the new honor having gone much to his
head. One evidence of this appeared In his
order that none but himself be permitted the
use of his private bath tub. It came to his
know ledge that the maid had made use of
the tub. He reprimanded
her sharply and
concluded with "Not only your disobedience
but your deception pains me deeply in that
you would do behind my back that which
you would not dare do to my face, Mary."
(Perhaps
this Bishop would today feel
like the morganatic wife of Louis XIV who
said she had her surgeon bleed her twice
weekly to prevent her blushing too much
at the stories told in Court.)
Truly yours, E. N. P.

/
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Drama at the

P, A D, House

Real

Life

The time was not long after a pall of darkness had settled over the landscape. The setting was at the P. A. D. house on a certain Saturday night.
The characters were two demure
lassies attired in pajamas and several of the P. A. D. cut-ups at the" house. The villain was
the irate father of one of the girls. The story goes that on this Saturday
night a pajama
party was held in the same vicinity in which the house is situated.
Due to the very highly
developed detective instincts of one Buck Weaver, especially in matters of this kind, they became aware of the situation and then and there did mischievously,
with roguish aforethought.
get in touch with said party and prevailed upon the two damsels herein mentioned
to bring
their presence into the interior of the P. A. D. house.
The scene now shifts to the living room of the house, wherein all proceed
so frolicking there came an ominous rapping on the door. Sheriff Rogers, who
.a taxi, thought it was the driver and called out, "Wait till I get my coat."
opening the door, there stood in the door a venerate and irate gentleman,
.and fuming with rage sputtered out, "Where is my daughter?"

to frolic. While
was waiting for
But, alas, upon
who blubbering

It was both a question and an invective before which Sheriff recoiled, upsetting the piano
bench in his haste to warn the settlers in the living room. 'Tis indeed strange and phenomenal
to note with what alacrity six or seven P. A. D. boys can do the disappearing
act in a margin of
a second under such circumstances.
As the irate father stamped into the room he beheld two
very innocent maidens placidly settled upon the davenport, listening to the bedtime story which
a pledge, who at the time seemed to have a rather marked impediment
in his speech, was reciting to them from what upon close scrutiny would reveal to be Webster's dictionary.
However, the 'father eyed the whole affair with suspicion and broke up the story by taking his
wandering
daughters home.

There's

d

young musician named Hughes, whose orchestra plays "mean blues".
He Sells Insurance
. as well.
And from what they all tell, he'll insure whatever you choose!

HUGHES PORTER
Business Phone:
DRexel 0024

W;th ALBERT MEBUS
713 MINNESOTA
AVENUE
Kansas City, Kansas
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Residence Phone:
DRexel 1492
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MISSOURI

"Life-time"
DIGEST
The Digest covers all reported decisions of the Supremc
and the several Courts of Appeals of Missouri.

Court

In this Master Digest the lawyers of Missouri have a work
which embodies the cu mulative experience of our Editorial Staf i
over a period of over 40 years in the prepara t ion of State and
National Digests.

The ((Life-trine" Feature
The Digest will always be complete within itself. There will be no supplemental volumes.
Each volume of the Digest is brought to date each year
by means of a Pocket Part which slips into and becomes a part of each
volume.

A Key Number Digest
Complete in 30 Volumes
including a
Descriptive Word Index
and
Complete Table of Cases
This legal reference
You can secure

work must
it now

011

Wr ite now

WEST

PUBLISHING

some time be a part of your library,

very convenient

terms

(or full particulars

CO .
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of payment,

to

St. Paul,
J:..

Minnesota
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BILL
State
County

IN CHANCERY

1

of Missouri
of Jackson

j

~S.

r In the Circuit Court
~ of Jackson County.
L January Term, 1931

Complainants
~
T. P. Mc Dermott,
BILL
vs.
The ';VORLD, Defendant
J
COURT,
TO THE HONORABLE
JUDGES
AND GODS OF THE WORLD
DI CHANCERY
SITTING,
H U MBL Y complaining unto your Honors, the above named complainants
do state
that the 'vVORLD by its economic panic, corruptness
and its annoyance of climate has
seriously irritated their state of existence to such an extent so as to cause them much
physical pain and mental anguish.
The said complainants
further state that the world
never has and never will be a fit place to entertain
their presence because they are

.\. B. Bagdadalacqua

bored,

yes,

very

and

bored.

TN TENDER
CONSIDERATION
vVl-I.EREOF, Your complainants
further state
that they bring this cause of action before you, Ye Gods, because they cannot receive
an adequate, complete and proper remedy from the miserable
Beings who inhabit this
disillusioning
Planet.
WHEREFORE
TH E SAID
CO!vIPLAINANTS
PRAY that Your HOllars and
Yc Gods bestowe upon them the title of Disciples and thereby give them the divine
power to perform miracles and so lighten their burdens as Law Students.
Your cornplainants further state that they will. after the filing of this unworthy
bill. wander
away, far out into the desert to await a divine spark from Ye Gods.
THE ABOVE
NAMED
COMPLAINANTS
further state that they know that
the facts contained in the above bill are true.
SUBSCRIBED
AND SWORN
to this 22ml day of January in the year of Our
Lord 1931.
(Signed)
A. B. Bagdadalacque.
T. P.McDermott.
Attorneys in the above cause wil l he Billy Blackstone and Eddie Coke.
A. C. Sprague, Et AI.
Witnesseth
{
Lawyer Snoop. Jupiter.

Compliments

THETA

of

CHAPTER

KAPPA BETA PI LEGAL SORORITY
(International)

II
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They All Laughed When

Sat Dowri at the Piano

I was just a wall flower. I had good looks, was reasonably well-to-do,
had starred on
the high school foorball team, was considered a good sporr by the fellows: bur at a party I was
left our. Finally I took up Dr. Cresendo's FIVE FREE LESSONS
on the piano and was
amazed at the results. Friday night was the big social event of the season. As usual, I was left
out, but Juring a lull in the party someone yelled, "Who can playa bot number?
My dogs are
freezing."
I quietly walked to the piano and started my limbering-up
exercises. They all
laughed; but at the first note they were conjured-mesmerized.
I lashed the piano to a fury
and pandemonium
broke loose. The crowd gathered around and cheered while at every stroke
on the keys lightning leaped and thunder roared. The ·applause, when I finished, was deafening.
Then I shifted the chord: the storm died away in the distance, every voice was hushed while
the piano poured out its sweetest music. In its music you could hear the tinkle of the waterfall. the warbling of the linnet, the melancholy cooing of the dove ; the swaying of the tree-tops
seemed vocal with bird songs while I played. The vibrant instrument sighed and wept while the
listeners were wafted away to realms of visions and dreams.
At last the party broke up. I
stood in line to receive the congratulations
of those who had scarcely noticed me before. My
success was assured. I was the last to leave, and the hostess came forward and told me that I
was made-made
for my hat and overcoat.
The kind hostess found an old green hat which
she gave me to wear home. That party will always remain green in my memory.
LARRY WELCH.

Compliments

of

Great Western Paint Manufacturing
Buffalo,

New York
Chicago, Illinois
Dallas, Texas
Fort

Company

Smith, Arkansas
Kansas City, Missouri
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"Under the Old Town Clock"

3 2 years

of
Trust
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All Financial
Services

.Fidelity National Bank
andTrust Company
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PURPOSE

OF THE

BOVINE

c.

Jasper Be l l. Democrat, recently was 10ducted into office as judge of the Independence division of the Circuit ·Court. He succeeded Judge Denton Dunn, who last summer was appointed by Governor Caulfield to
fill out the unexpired term of the late Judge
Willard P. Hall, who for many years presided over the Independence division of the
Circuit Court.
Many large floral pieces,
gifts of the circuit clerk's office, sheriff's office. members of the bar and other friends.
covered the judge's bench and were placed at
various places in the court room.

SCOOP

The Bovine Scoop is the official news organ of Phi Alpha Delta.
It cetains for irs
motto "Truth and an unpartisan candor in
the pnblication
of facts."
It is a monthly
publication which serves to record the current activities of the active and alumni 0[:ganization.
P. A. D. SMOKER
TO BE HELD
OCTOBER
25
International Arena Is Scene of Action.
Gather around,
folks, the big show IS
about to commence.
Step on the inside,
boys. if you want to learn the secret for the
banishment of worry. sore eyes, grouch and
lumbago. This is a positive treatment, gentlemen, and we're going to kill or cure. Never
before has such an offer of unadulterated
frolic and delight been placed before the
male generation of this great republic. Come
in and with your own eyes behold the most
excruciating
performance
that has ever tantalized the eyes of men or titillated the funny bone of any human creature, and all for
the price of a little dollar bill. The capacity
is limited, so you better step lively.
Performance guaranteed or your money back in the
form of a coupon which entitles you to a
-quarr bottle of pure mineral water. Don't
rush me folks, get away you bother me. Remember, one performance from p.m. to a.m.,
consisting of boxing, wrestling, dancing and
scores of varied spectacles too numerous to
mention.
If you like comedy, drama, tragedy, thrills, you will find them in the superl.ative on the inside. Plenty to eat, plenty to
see and do. Mark the date, October 25, and
·get your ticket now. Whoopee!
JUDGE

BELL NOW
INDEPENDENCE

PRESIDING
DIVISION

The oath of office was administered to
Judge Bell by Lynn G. Buford, circuit clerk.
Short talks were made by Judge Bell, Judge
Dunn and several members of the bar.
Among the lawyers who spoke were John·
W. Clements, J. Allen Prewitt, L. T. Deyden, Llewellyn Jones, W. B. Kelley, E. C.
Hamilton
and Burns Strader, all of Independence; T. J. Hackler of Lees Summit,
William G. Boatright,
Walter Maloney, Hal
Thurston
and L. L. Watts of Kansas City.
Preble Hall, Kansas City lawyer and son
of the late Judge Hall. presented Judge Bell
with a handsome cane as a gift from the Hall
family.
Mr. Hall said the cane for many
years was a favorite with his father.
Before he was elected to the circuit bench,
Judge Bell had practiced law in Kansas City
for about twenty years as a member of the
firm of Nourse and Bell. He is of a pioneer
Jackson County family, his greatgrandfathec
having come to eastern Jackson County in
1835.
Judge Bell is married and has five
children. He lives at 307 Lawn avenue, Kansas City, Mo. At one time he was a member
of the City Council of Kansas City. Judge
Bell is a member of the Kansas City Bar
Association. is a Mason. and is chairman of
the official board of the Independence Boulevard Christian
Church.

OVER

In rhe presence of a large gathecing of lawyers and laymen that filled the court room,
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Photo of Dean Ellison lecturing class in Negotiable Instruments.
P. S.-The
picture was
snapped just before the Dean came on to the speaker's stand. The speaker's stand don't show,
as camera was tilted towards the ceiling.
----0----

W ALTER
KELLER AND LOIS
SWINGLE
TAKE THE
HALTER
Brother Walter Keller and Lois Swingle
were united by the bond of holy matrimony
on the eve of November 1. It was a simple,
touching ceremony, with Lois appearing as
. lovely and delectable as ever, and a flushed,
though otherwise cool and collected, Walt,
who squared his shoulders and tread to Hymen's altar and spake "I do," vowing to stay
in the ring until death do us part.
The ceremony was conducted in the presence of parents of the bride and groom and ran as
smoothly
as running water, except for the
intermittent
sniffles of Brother Rogers, who
accompanied each succeeding vow with prolonged sobs of sympathy.
Brother
Kier.
who attended with the ring, acting as best
man, lent moral courage to the group, since
he had spent the day reading a book on "The
Etiquette
of the Marriage Ceremony";
a l. though he erred in the most important phase
of the instruction and supplied a moment of
dramatic,
should I say hysterical,
suspense,
when he delayed in discovering the ring and
the dainty hand of the bride trembled in mid
air as Kerney ravaged the pockets of his tuxedo. Brother Rogers sobbed in sympathy.
Miss Mildred Moore, the beautiful bridesmaid, with exquisite
comity,
likewise expressed her supreme ecstacy with appropriate
sentiment and as soon as the derned ring was
found the rest of the ceremony was a cinch,
that's all.

A ROONEY
Former

Miss Carolyn

Rooney

Unite

EPISODE
Levick and John
in Matrimony

For the last two or three years it has been
my sad office to write the obituary of those
unfortunate
brothers who have become mesmerized by one of the various ingenuous devices possessed by the wily offspring branch
of humanity,
whom by a concatenation
of
seemingly coy, though artful. sylph like manifestations
continue to beguile and illusion
the vapid brain of an unoffensive male creature and thus attract him into the dungeon
of marital captivity.
Our latest casualty is
"Pete" Rooney, a young man who bad Midas
and Epicureas cajoling for his favors, a mere
boy who had just begun to revel in the
breeze of manhood and sunshine of ambition,
a promising
stripling,
snatched
from the
cradle of independent
relaxation to become a
vassal in the vineyard of her majesty,
the
wife.
I have done my best to admonish
against such undertaking
but the deed being
done, there is naught to do but sound the
praises of the man he used to be. Farewell,
brother, though you have departed from the
world of independent
manhood,
may my
wet blanket interpretation
of your venture
prove to have be.en a closed street and your
journey lead unto a paradise on earth.
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BARNES

AND LANE
INTERESTS

MERGE

We now add Brother Barnes to the list of
those who have kept up with the merging
tendency of the times.
Miss Lillian Lane
lost her identity and merged with the Barnes
interests at a meeting on the night of October 30th, at which the preacher was the
presiding officer.

LET'S GO
For a Huge and Tasty

The merging ceremony, conducted at the
home of Brother Barnes, was attended hy
beautiful simplicity.
Though the writer is
an avowed exponent of the anti-trust laws,
we do look forward to a program which will
strengthen the PAD interests in coming gen-

Sandwich at Kansas City's
Leading Barbe-Q

erations.

GATEWAY

CARL EDWARDS
AND DOROTHY
BROQKS MARRIED

BARBECUE
49th and Benton

WE

SPECIALIZE
MEAT

WAbash

Again the peal of church bells rings out
the tale of love, old as life, yet new as every
fleeting hour. and the breath of heaven has
linked the lives of Miss Dorothy Brooks and
Carl Ed wards.

at No. 50 Highway

IN BARBECUE

This divine gesture was completed and the
fact withheld for so many weeks as to totally
disrupt the antiquated theory that woman
cannot keep a secret. But though secret as to
time the act itself was no surprise, for the
hopes of many men have smoldered and died
away betwixt the Alpha and the Omicorn of
this romance.

SANDWICHES

2488

We Deliver

Service to Your Car

As the wood chucks chucked away for their
vacation, and the eve closed in on summer's
dawn, the dawn of this romance was in the
breaking. As the rays and tears of affection
beat down, their romance blossomed and.
spread like the growth of the thistle under
the tropic rains and sunlight.

Dance If You Like

Table Service DeLuxe.
Courteous Attention

Like thistles in the rushing torrents
stream this romance carried on until
inevitably caught up on the banks of
mony at Olathe, Kansas, on April the
ty-seventh.

All At

GATEWAY

Where Cupid's nest will he, we do not
know; but whether in dale or glade, city or
Salina, we see through the vale of time when
Pa Edwards will be seated in his Morris chair
oozing dreamy clouds of Edgworth
fumes
into the air with a placid contentment on his
features; with Ma bending over the sizzling
bacon and burning toast and a troop of
P. A. D.'s in their B. V. D.'s gazing inquisitively from one parent to the other and 'lisping, "Papa love Mama?"

49.th and Benton

"We Deliver Five Sandwiches
Anywhere in the City"
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It's the

PRESIDENT

HOTEL
In

City

Kansas

450
Rooms

Rates:

All
With
Bath

Single, $2.50
Double,

$5.00

Garage in
Connection
HARRY HOPKINS,
Manager

WM. BALL, President

Heating

and

Plumbing

IJOJ

Broadway

KANSAS

CITY,

Co.

MISSOU RI

Harrison 2842
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THE

FIRST

LAND

OWNER

A certain pacty contracted to buy a large
tract of land situated in Louisiana,
subject
to abstract showing good title. The abstract
of title was turned over to the purchaser's
lawyer for examination.
After going over
the title the lawyer pronounced
it good as
far back as it went, but requested a record
dating back farther than the complete abstract that was furnished.

Compliments of

Herewith
"Dear Sir:

VALERIUS CAFETERIA
Basement

========-~' ....

is the reply to his request:

There are no records or archives available
which concern the title to the above described land any further
bark than
the
United States Government.

of Victor Building

10th and Main

However, I believe from a historical standpoint, I can enlighten you as to the title in
such a way that the objections
you have
pointed out will ~be waived.
This
land was acquired by the United
States Government
in 1803 by purchase from
France under what we now refer to as the
Louisiana Purchase.

Greene Jewelry
1016 Walnut

France acquired possession of the land by
conquest as the result of a successful war
with Spain.
Spain acquired possession of the land by
virtue of the fact that a young man in her
service by the name of Christopher
Columbus
on the 12th day of October, 1492. discovered it and claimed it for Spain.
Columbus
got his authority
for making
the aforesaid
voyage and discovery
from
Ferdinand and Isabella, the King and Queen
of Spain.
Ferdinand and Isabella got their authority
for sponsoring the voyage from the Pope of
Rome.
The Pope of Rome got his authority
by
virtue of the fact that he said he was the
Vicar of Christ on Earth.
Christ got his authority
by the fact he
was the Son of God and GOD CREATED
THE EARTH·'~Ex.

Co.

Street

Kansas City, Missouri
Manufactuter

s of

Class Pins and Rings
Repairing of All Kinds

DRexel 1072- 2093

The

Chocolate
Shop
Quality

Bill Robertson,
Doc Wardrip
and several
other old line Democrats
held down front
seats of the Masonic Temple recently, where
Governor
"Alfalfa
Bill" Murray
of Oklahoma sounded a few keynotes for Democracy.
Bill Robertson says that the Governor made
a mighty fine talk for a man who talks
through his whiskers .

Confections

512 Minnesota Avenue, Kansas City, Kan.
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ADVICE

TO A YOUNG

LAWYER

By HON. JOSEPH STORY

Compliments

Whenecr
you speak, remember every cause
Stands not on eloquence but stands on lawsPregnant in matter, in expression brief.
Let every sentence stand with bold relief;
On trifling points no time nor talents waste.
A sad offense to learning and to taste;
Nor deal with pompous phrases nor e'er suppose
Poetic flights belong to reasoning prose.
Loose declamation may deceive the crowd,
And seem more striking as it grows more loud;
But sober sense rejects it with disdain,
As naught but empty noise. and weak as vain.
The froth of words, the schoolboy's
vain parade
Of books and cases-all his stock in tradeThe pert conceits. the cunning tricks and play
Of low attorneys strung in long array,
The unseemly jest. the petulant reply,
That chatters on, and care-not how, or why,
Students avoid-unworthy
themes to scan,
They sink the speaker and disgrace the man,
Like false lights, by flying shadows cast,
Scarce seen when present, and forgot when past.
Begin with dignity; expound with grace.
Each ground of reasoning in its proper place:
Let order reign througbou t-c--each topic touch
Nor urge its power too little, or too much.
<Jive each strong thought its most attractive view.
fn diction clear. and yell severely true.
And. as the arguments in splendor grow.
Let each reflect its light on all below.
When to the close arrived, make no delays
By petty flourishes. or verbal plays.
But sum the whole in one deep. solemn strain,
Like a strong current hastening to the main.

--Cambridge,

United
Investment

Co.
VIctor

324 West 9th St.

2021

Cbas. Hipsb

Open

Until

7 Days

I
F=

10 P. 1L

Each Week

1105 Walnut Street
,-WE STRIVE TO PL.EASE

LPM

'-~ FrOIMLCo.
Flowers
are the soft answer
that turncth
away wrath.

VIctor 9873

1832.

A PARADOX

of

Compliments of

RALPH

T. HARDING

Like beggars, lame and dull af heart.
Past me rhe long days creep
From unsought wakening
To unsougbt sleep.
And yet the yeats like bot-foot
Run softly. nimbly by.
As tbougb from fierce pursuit.
Tbey needs must fly.

thieves

We Buy and Sen
USED LAW

BOOKS

Save Money Here

Sage. you are old and well content;
Can all your wisdom show
Wbat I, being young and sad.
Still seek to know I
Then say-how
come the years to seem
so swift.
Tbe days. the days so slow?

Kansas City Book Exchange
806 Grand
Bibles -

Avenue

Plays - School
Greeting Cards
Welcome

to Visit

Books
-

---Jan Struthers in the London Spectator.
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With Best Wishes
for Success in the Legal Profession

Phi Alpha Delta'
Respectfully Dedicates This Page to the
Brothers of the Class of '31

Walter

Danneburg

Cy Long

Wilbur

Boand

Conn Costello

John Stewart Dawson

Leonard Benanti

Frank Brockus

Wm. F. Knowles
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PROF

PHILLIPS
PROUD
DEBATE
TEAM

OF

BUM

Says Team Dumbest in History
Prof. Vivian E. Phillips announced to the
stalf of the Pandex recently, after his debate
team had won a talking marathon from the
girls' team of the Horner Institute, that he
was firmly convinced that his team this year
was the dumbest in the history of the Law
School.
Professor
Phillips
pointed
with
pride to the fact that this year he was able
to successfully
demonstrate,
through
his
team, what a speaker should not be.
"It took me some time," said Professor
Phillips, "to find a lead-off man for the team
who could introduce the question and define
the issues with such confusion of thought
and ambiguousness of language that even a
mind-reader could not make out what the
question for debate was about. At last I lit
on Landoe.
who filled the position with
honor to himself and to the profession.
"Next I wanted a man to split the ears of
groundlings.
I attended hog-calling contests
all over the country, and finally was delighted
to find Hillary
Bush, the champion
hogcaller and loudspeaker of Clay County.
He
made a perfect second speaker to wake up
the audience after Landoe bad lulled them to
sleep (if any were left).
But my job was
only half finished, because I was now to discover a speaker for the concluding address
who could sum up the arguments and bring
the debate to a grand slam finish without referring to what had been said by the other
two speakers.
.
"One night while visiting the Junior Class
I noticed Can Withers slept all through the
quiz, but when he was called upon for recitation came to his feet in an instant and gave

"9"~==========':(

an answer with the confidence of a Supreme
Court judge answering
a young lawyer.
Withers was then added to the team, and my
joy knew no bounds.
Withers would sleep
all through a debate, but when the chairman
called his name would leap into action with
tbe fire of a Roman gladiator and literally
seethe his opponent in his mother's milk.
He would go roaring and tearing through his
speech with a zest and fire that Was impossible
to imagine. He vanquished his opposition by
direct and overwhelming
insult. I consider
my team this year the world's worst debaters, and am sure they will make great
lawyers."
JUNIOR
CLASS ELECTION
MODEL
FOR POLITICAL
PARTIES
Insurgents Quelled as Steam Roller Functions
Brushing aside precedent and class pride
the Junior Class this year Went about the
election of its officers in a manner destined
to make political history.
Aspiring office
seekers first met and cast lots for the more
remunerative offices, among them being Class
Treasurer, Chairman of the Entertainment
Committee,
and Business Manager of the
Horse Dice Stand at the corner drug store.
Ballance and Perrine fought desperately for
the latter position, but were defeated by the
ingenious Lee Reeder, whose ancestors acquired
considerable
fortunes by the simple process
of holding up ships on the high seas under
Elizabeth's adm in isrration Having disposed
of the selection of candidates,
committees
were appointed to try and unearth some of
their merits, if any. and to sing their praises
from the house tops. It was decided that
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Commercial National Bank
and

Kansas Trust Co., Associated
Kansas City, Kansas
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Samuel
Murray
Incorporated

Florist
1011 Grand
Kansas

Avenue

City, Mo.

Member
Florists' Telegraph Delivery
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nominations
be made from the floor of the
class in the regular manner, but nominating
speakers were to refrain
from giving
the
grades of the respective candidates in Law
School, and to soft pedal their criminal
records.
The meeting started off as per schedule,
but Perrine immediately
started an Insurrection by protesting
that his name had been
placed at the bottom of the list of nominees,
and that he was sure of defeat unless he was
voted on before the class got wise to the
"system."
While Perrine was talking, other
prospective candidates were busy passing out
cigars, chewing tobacco and printed ballots.
Order was finally restored. the names of the
candidates put, and after the customary miscount it was announced
by the chair that
Andy Pflumm. Ed. Mulloy, Carl Mandicana
and Bebe Noonan would be declared elected
by acclamation, the chair explaining that the
opposition
agairtst them was negative. and
their names were the only ones not appearing on the ballot. The procedure was necessary, also, to save them the embarrassment
of nominating
themselves. After the election,
the class adopted the motto: "God save the
J unior Class."
EXILE
I stand alone.
The moon, a cold impersonal thin,
Casts ghostly shadows underneath
the trees.
The listless smoke curls from my cigarette,
It too is gone.
How still it is.
A few leaves withered by the frost
Fall rattling to the hardened ground.
To lie there dead; all still again,
I stand alone.
The echo of an empty hope
Rebounds, and clatters 'gainst a tortured soul.
A spirit once thought
dauntless.
unafraid;
Broken and crushed,
How still it is.
A few words dropped from thoughtless
lips
In other years, have set great kings at odds.
Shall I be more exempt than' they?
I stand alone?
No, no all is not lost.
The spirit still is dauntless, unafraid;
For close beside me I find one friend, Truth,
An exile too.
How still it is.
Proud truth is keepin' council with herself.
She may not speak, bur knowing she is there
Together we can stand against the world.
-W,
H. Dillenbeck. Jr .. Oct. 7, 1910 .
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WYANDOTTE

COUNTY OFFICIALS

FRED

E. L. FISCHER,
Judge Division
District Court

CLARK

R. WHITE,

County Attorney

1,

Class of '22

E. TUCKER,

WILLARD

Judge of City Court,
First Division

M. BENTON,

Judge of City Court,
Second Division

I

Class of '14

Class of '22
ALBERT

of

ROY ANGLE,

G. BECKER,

:

•
I,

Clerk City Court

Sheriff
CLYDE

:

C. GLANDON,

Judge Second Division,
District Court

~
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COMPLIMENTS

OF THE .FOLLOWING

SENIOR CLASS MEMBERS OF THE

DELTA THETA PHI LAW FRATERNITY

,

EDWARD F. ARN
Washington

Day Speaker, 1931

WILLIAM A. BAKER
Junior Class Treasurer. 1930
FRANCIS A. BROWN
Editor of Pandex, 1930

JAMES B. HUNT
Junior Class President, 1930
W AL TER S. JENNINGS
Chairman Advertising
1931

Committee,

HARRY KAELIN
Pandex Sales Committee,

1931

HARRY A. KINNEY
Pandex Advertising

Manager, 1930

HARRY A. LANCASTER
Chairman Social Committee,

1930

WILLIAM L. McCOOL
Chairman Banquet Committee, 1931
EDWIN A. PEARSALL
Pandex Advertising Committee, 1931

WILLIAM

R. ROSS

Senior Class Vice-President,

BURDETTE

1931

YEO

Senior Class President, 1931
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"KNOCKOUT"

,<- ..

BALLANCE AND PERRINE RESORT
TO EQUITABLE REMEDIES IN
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTE

JUDIc/ALL Y DEFINED

In reading the decision of the Municipal
Court of the City of New York. in Gallin v.
Polo Grounds Athletic Club, 126 Mise. 550,
I found the following definition at page 552:
"Knockout,
which, I assume, is a blow with
his fist incased in a padded glove, designed to
prevent injury, delivered by one of the contestants with such force and strength, however, to the body of his opponent
as to
render the recipient of this not over-gentle
friendly tap unconscious or unfit to continue
the contest."
Henry Jadd, Buffalo, N. Y.

The maxim that equity starts where the
law leaves off proved to be reversible in the
case of Ballance vs. Perrine, wherein equity
left off when the law stepped in. No one
seems to know the exact cause of the action;
some say that it was the culmination
of a
brewing resentment which Perrine had nourished for a period of two years when Ballance
had introduced
him to some friends as a
"Gentleman
of parts."
Perrine
resented
what seemed to him to be a qualified introduction, and has since never missed an opportunity
to jibe, throw
spit-balls.
and
otherwise harrass Mr. Ballance.
After two
years of such sparring they finally got up
courage to join the issues and met on the
law school steps to fight it out.
When they
observed the night watchman coming toward
them, they were simultaneous
in their cries.
of success and left the field of conflict covered with mud and glory.

K. C. Business College
Kansas City. Mo.
Y. W. C. A. Bldg., 1020 McGee
36th Year
Thorough Instruction in Bookkeeping,
Penmanship, Shorthand, Touch Typewriting, Office Work, Banking, Commercial Arithmetic, Rapid Calculation,
Accountancy, Stenotypy, Salesmanship,
Court Reporting, Commercial Law
and Secretarial Training
Dement, Pitman, Graham or Gregg
Shorthan<.l- Catalog Free
School in Session All the Year
Day and Evening Sessions

r' " " " ,.." " " " ']
[ an

[

]

OPPORTUNITY

to

]

learn the true fundamentals of govern-

[

]

ment based on the Jeffersonian principles

[

of Democracy, is offered to you by .. ,

]

I Y";ung Men', Regular Democratic Club I
oj

[

Kansas Cit),
CALL

O. HAYS WARDRIP

]
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DEL T A THETS
ACCUSED
OF T APPING NEIGHBOR'S
FURNACE

LA VERNE
Beaut)'

At last the secret of the Delta Thee's many
warm receptions at the new house at 3600
Harrison
has been explained.
Detectives
were able to trace definite heat waves eminating from the direction of a neighbor's house,
and upon investigation
found that the Delta
Thets had tunnelled underground and tapped
the neighbor's
furnace. thereby supplying
themselves with heat by methods that would
make Doherty's Gas Monopoly look like a
penny ante game.

Shop

We Specialize in All Phases of

Beauty Culture
400-401 Altman
HArrison 7079
F'Ai r inx

11th and Walnut

083i

Estimat es Free
Plumbing

Water

Bldg.

From their cells in the County Jail. Delta
'Tbets signed confessions implicating
at least
five members of the Fraternity
in the nefarious conspiracy
to rob a neighbor of his
well earned heat waves. They explained how
last fall when the first leaves of autumn fell,
and purple skies loomed prophetic of coming
winter, they first conceived the idea of entertaining their house guests in warm reception
rooms at the luckless neighbor's
expense.
Pledges were set to work with pick and shovel
and for four weeks were busy digging a
tunnel to the neighbor's
furnace, where insulated heat pipes were connected and later
hooked up with the furnace in the Delta 'Ther
house whence ernina ted warmth
and cheer
all through the winter, much to the chagrin
of the rival fraternity which was striving to
make its receptions warm by the obsolete
method of buying coal.

and Sewers

Services, Steam and Hot Water

K. C. Kas., Plumbing

Heating

& Heating

Engineers
Special Attention to Repair Work
C. Williams

& SOilS, vl gr s.

1063 Sanford

Ave,

HALL'S
10 East

11th Street

1at East

11th Street

Drink ...
SILVER ROCK GINGER ALE
and

SODA WATERS

P. Setzler & Sons Soda Water
Mfg. Co.
Phones:

BEnton

6968- 6969

......
===========.:(

Detectives state that they would never have
uncovered the plot, so well was it conceived
and executed, had it not been for the nu-merous complaints neighbors sent in to headquarters concerning
the many "warm receptions" held at the Delta Tber house in the
early morning hours, many times breaking
up just as the milk man made his daily round.
Evidence of canned heat was searched for at
first, but if there had been any canned heat
used, there was no evidence when patrolmen
arrived at the scene. The mystery remained
unsolved until the coming of spring rains.
when a strip of land between the Fraternity
house and the neighbor's
house was seen to
sink down, leaving a te ll-tale strip of water
on the lawn about one foot wide and running from one house to the other. Thus nature, blind, unreasoning
and careless of consequences. revealed one of the blackest conspiracies in the history of the Law School.
20
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BIG FRESHMAN

CONTEST

I!

I

This is the last few days of the Freshmen's "How to intimidate
a witness" contest. Freshmen must have their essays in not
later than May l st. Essays must not be over
five thousand
words more than necessary.
Freshmen must not be over a reasonable age.
certainly
not more than eighty-five.
Hand
cut prizes will be awarded.
The winner will
get a nice new warrant
from the Criminal
Court.
The author of the second best essay
will get a nice lead of one hundred
yards
before the shooting
starts.
The third best
will start from scratch.
Freshmen!
be sure
and get your essays in on time.
Address Contest Editor Pandex.

40-50c Lunch
Sunday

WOULD

YOU

Served

Mrs. Bee West
36th and Broadway
VAlentine 5041

Farmers Union
Jobbing
Association
1146 Board

of Trade

Bldg.

Kansas City, Mo.
H. E. WITHAM,
A co-operative
kinds of grain

DO?

YOU

Dinner

Catering for Bridge Luncheons
Wedding Breakfasts
Club Parties, Banquets. Dances

You are in a fashionable
cafe with your
best girl and her husband
enters and challenges you to a duel at sunrise the next morning. , You are confident that you are a better
shot than the husband
for he has shot at
you twice before, but y.ou are not accustomed
to arise at sun-up.
Would
you fight the
duel-or
keep on run ning?
WHA T WOULDN'T

$1-$1.25 Dinner

from 12 to 8:45 P. M.

You are walking past the Midland Theatre
with your lady fair hanging
on to your
right arm. A tramp, who you immediately
recognize as an old class mate stops you and
begs for a dime. You reach in your pocket
and find that you are temporarily
embarrassed. You would give your pal the shirt off
your back, but you have on dirty underwear.
WHAT

-

Secretary

institution
handling all
and car lot merchandise.

DRexel

0454

]. S. McDonald & Co.
Accountants

DO'

and Auditors

415 Huron
Kansas

For the best answer to the above situations
the editor will give a handsome autographed
photo of his second cousin who is now inbut never mind where he is.

Members

VIctor

I met Senator Arthur
Capper after the
oratorical conte-st at Topeka and he told this
excellent srory.
Said an old darky in the
southland
to another:
"I see Marse Henry has done been elected
to the Lower House down thar in Washington. "
"No,"
he answered,
"Mars Henry was
elected to the Senate."
"Well,"
said the other, "I didn't know
there was no lower house than the Senate."

Building

City, Kansas

American

Audit

Association

By Appointment

6050

MRS. FLEMING
Chiropodist
All

Foot

Ailments

316 Argyle

Scientifically

Bldg.

Kansas

12th and
City,

Treated
McGee

Missouri

E. N. P.
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Someone has said that .....
"Electricity has put Ballo 0 nTires onLiving"
It is merely a concise way of saying that electricity
has assumed
the heavy burdens
both of
industry and home.life, leaving leisure for enjoying
life and bettering
oneself.
The standard of living is constantly
rising among
those who enjoy dependable,
economical
electrical
service.

Kansas City Power & Light Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

1I111I111

'ewJl;
AmJts#UlJ~

COUNTRY CLUB
DISTRICT

for BeautT.p.monence.EcODODlY
For every paint and varnish requirement there is a Sewall Quality Product
exactly suited for the surface to be finished.

W here the art of good living
will never go out of style
For information

For more than 50 years Sewall has
been serving the needs of the paint trade
throughout
the Southwest territory and
we know how to manufacture good materials at reasonable prices.

about

Homes
Homesi tes
Home Building

When you are next in the market for
Paint or Varnish, be sure to see the
Sewall dealer in your locality for favorable prices and estimates.
Quality

Since the First

See the Developers

J. C. Nichols

Gallon - 1877

Companies

310 Ward Parkway
SEWALL-

Country

::J.:g.~ - COMPANY

Kansas City, :Mo.

Club Plaza

Dallas, Texas
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LEACY PUTS ON RED HOT ACT FOR
JUNIOR W 0 T P SOCIETY
Even Walt Chinchbug Approves!
Walt says: "Never in my long and ard uous career as a critic have I been inspired by
arm waving and voice inflection like Andy
Leacy inspired me, in his red hot, all new,
musical review -' Negotiating
the Instrument',"

Seriously, friends, if you want to pass an
evening as varied in its moods as the winds
of March. attend this spectacular production.
I cannot recommend
it too highly to you
from the standpoint of high class modern entertainment.
NOTE:

W. O. T. P. means "We

Oppose

the Profs."

Dance Extemporaneously

On

Law School Steps
Men Students

Surprised

Superior
Law Brief Printing

HELENE GUGEL ACCLAIMED
K.C.S.L.'s MOST ACCOMPLISHED
AESTHETIC DANCER.
Does Eccentric

John C. Bovard

and Fascinated.

«« »»

On the nth day of the law school year
Helene Gugel, beautiful and popular member
of the Junior
Class, astounded
her fellow
students by rendering an unusual display of
feminine grace and pulchritude
in a· dance
down the steps from the quiz hall to the

Establ ished 1892

foyer.
Not only did she start into her number
without
giving her associates the slightest
warning, but after she had satisfied her own
craving for some outward expression of the
exultation she must have been feeling within,
she absolutely
refused all encores, and even
went so far as to fail to appear at school on
the next class night.
We wish to censure
Miss Gugel for her selfishness, while complimenting her on the inborn artistry which enabled her to step out of the role of law student into that of Ballet Dancer with such unassuming ease.
May we express our sincere wish that another performance
will soon be forthcoming
and that the class will have advance notice
so that its members may place themselves in
positions of vantage.

«« »»

Victor 4366

809 Baltimore Avenue
Kansas CitYt Mo.

BUY A HOME
Calvin Coolidge said: "The ownership of
a home, the feeling of independence
that
comes with the possession of a bit of the
earth, are among the most powerful
incentives to high civic interest and usefulness."
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'"BULL"

The case of R. A. Moore v. Texas fd
New Orleans Railroad Co., reported in 271
Southwestern
Reporter, .J 26, was an action
against a railroad to recover damages for a
Holstein bull. killed by being struck by defendant's train at a crossing.
The owner recovered a verdict of $1,000 against the railroad, and the latter appealed.
On the question of defendant's
negligence, and whether
such negligence. if found, was the proximate
cause of the death of the bull, the court
quotes the following as an excerpt from the
brief of counsel for the railroad:

Phone

9200

Tell' Em with
Printing

"If the attorney
for the appellee in this
case' had been a passenger on the train' in
question. we believe that he, as well as the
other passengers,
would have agreed with
(the engineer)
when he stated. 'He didn't
have no business looking off the right of
way,' and during the period of time that his
life and the lives of the rest of the passengers
were entrusted
to (the engineer)
that he
would have insisted most strenuously
that
(the engineer)
continue to watch the track
ahead of him and not look for $1.000 bulls.
which might be parading up and down dirt
roads alongside the track.
"When the writer of this brief was considerably younger than he is now, his ambition was to be, not only a pirate and a
second Julius Caesar, but between times a
railroad engineer.
When not a pirate, or
leading his conquering
legion into battle, he
pictured himself leaning out of the cab window, with his eyes fastened on the rails ahead
of him, and this boyish picture has made such
an impression that it has developed into the
idea that the engineer, when driving his steel
horse over the rails at 40 miles an hour, with
the lives of the passengers dependent on his
properly discharging his duties. should look
ahead. and keep looking ahead, watching the
rails and signals, and disregarding
the passing scenery to the right and left. or the antics
of a refractory registered Holstein -bull that
might suddenly conceive the idea of butting
a railroad train off the track.
If (the engineer) had been watching
the bull as it
ambled down the road. which paralleled
the railroad track, until it reached the crossing, and then, instead of going ahead. turned
and suddenly
darted at right angles across
the track, he might have failed to see a
broken rail. a thrown switch. or a signal of
(Continued

VIctor

I. J. EAGLE

COMPANY
308 West

10th Street

I
Complete Service

II

From Your Copy
to the Post Office

We Print the Bar Bulletin

on page 26)
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TOO MUCH "BULL"
(Continued

Muehlebach
Flower Shop
HUGO

R. NEFF,

1208 Baltimore,

Manager

Kansas

City, Mo.

DRexel 0458

MESERAULL

PRINTING

CO.

Kansas City, Kansas
910 North Seventh
S. P. MESERAULL

Demaree
Stationery Co
908 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Missouri

Supplies for Lawyers

Dine and Dance at

MEYER'S BARBECUE
and CHICKEN

DINNER

FARM

67th and Jackson Ave.-Across
Swope Park
Broadcasting WLB F10,30 to II ,00 P.M.~II

The

from

,30 to 12,00 P.M.

Jumping
Jacks
and
Jo An Lamar, Entertainer
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from page 25)

danger, but he would have seen the bull.
However, there is no testimony that he could
have stopped his train in time to have avoided taking the conceit out of the bull.
"We have several times avoided a personal collision with a bull by hastily ducking under a wire fence, or climbing a tree;
but unfortunately
railroad
trains
cannot
adopt either procedure.
and where a bull
conceives an ambitious desire to test out his
strength with a railroad engine, or, prompted
by youthful
vanity and a desire to impress
some young heifer, undertakes to dispute the
ricb r of way with a train moving at 40 miles
an hour, we arc not advised of anything that
the railroad engine can do to avoid the impending tragedy,
where the bull gives no
warning of his intention
until he presents
himself inimediately
in front of the oncoming train.
"It is true, if the bul1 had adopted the
dueling code, and sent his challenge in advance, that the train could have remained at
Orange until the bu lls ardor had time to
cool: but apparently
the bul1 was advised
of our present Penal Code, which hangs you
for killing a brother in fair fight, but permits
you to go scot free if you suddenly and without warning
assault the object of enmity.
This knowledge and these motives may have
passed through the mind of the bull, so that,
instead of sending a challenge to passenger
train No.
to meet him in fair fight
at the third crossing, head to head and with
tails east and west, he decided on the more
modern method of a sudden and unexpected
assault delivered from ambush.
"All of the foregoing 'bull' is simply for
the purpose of suggesting to the court that.
while the jury may have found that those
operating the train did not use due diligence
to avoid· striking the bull, we submit that, in
view of the surrounding
circumstances
and
conditions,
they would have been hard put
to it to have advised what could have been
done to have avoided the collision.
They
blew the whistle and rang the bell.
There
was not sufficient time to use moral suasion.
or build a track around the bull.
The present equipment of railroad trains does not permit of their going around. over, or under, and
where a bull makes a sudden, violent, and unprovoked
assault on a steam engine, what
can the engine do but invoke the God of
Battle. and, snorting
the defiance of Macbeth, meet the assaulrer headon."
F. C. Wurdell.
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THE COURT WAS COWED
Years ago, in the swamp regions of Arkansas, judicial office was hereditary.
It went
from father to son or other relative, and legal ability or electoral formalities
were of
minor importance.
Before such a judge came an action for the
recovery of a cow 'which came into possession of Sam Jones, a negro, by way of a
trade for Sam's mule.
Later, Jim Brown
claimed the cow as his and made demand on
Sam.
Upon Sam's refusal to surrender the
cow Brown brought suit.
Sam went to see
his lawyer. well able to conduct the case, but
addicted to habits that interfered with his
profession.
He : asked Sam when the case
was to be heard and when informed he told
Sam that he could not be in court that day
because it was his day to get drunk.
"But I got to have you. Kunnel,"
Sam, "I don't want to lose my cow."

says

"Can't help it Sam, that's my regular day
to get drunk and I can't go, but you be there
and when the case is called for trial, you tell
the judge that you file a plea in abatement."
"Aw,
dat. "

Kun ne l. I don't

know

"Well, you do just what
will be all right."

how

to do

Jones:

"Jedge,

Judge: "This
you ready?"
Jones:

"Jedge.

v. Jones-is

"Jedge,

W. O. CARDWELL
Attorney-at-Law

Open Day and Night

National

Surety

Assets

905 Troost

Company

Over $50,000,000

Wr-ites all kinds of Surety Bonds and
Burglary
Insurance.
Communicate
with agents of this company in ally
part of the country.
Federal Reserve Bank Building,
Kansas City, Missouri
VIctor 2264
Federal Reserve Life Insurance Building,
Kansas City, Kansas
DRexel 2922-3

Sands
Floral
Company

the defendant

I files a plea in 'batement."

1014 Grand Avenue

case is called for trial-are

VIctor 1793

I fires a plea in 'batement."

Judge: "I tell you once more, Jones, that
this case is called for trial.
Have you an y
defense to offer?"
Jones:

Notary in Office

I tell you and it

When Sam's case was called. the plaintiff.
a close friend of the judge, was sitting beside
the latter, and evidently confident of the decrsrcn.
Judge: "Brown
ready for trial?"

VIctor 5072

I files a plea in 'batement."

Sam's plea in abatement
was something
hitherto unheard of by this honorable court.
It was not only new but disconcerting;
so
when his friend Brown. the plaintiff.
asked
"What in the hell does that old nigger mean
by 'a plea in abatement' "? the bewildered
judge answered:
"Damned
if I know. but
you lose the cow."
C. M.
San Pedro. Cal.

Best ',Vishes
of

ALBERT LADZINSKI
Milwaukee Delicatessen Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
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SCHOOL
PRACTICE

« »
Ask Us ...
-for prices and terms on the new "Lifetime" Missouri
Digest and the local books most essential to Missouri
and Kansas practice.

« »
TO PASS THE
-Ballentine's

BAR AND

REVIEW

Problems in Law

SUBJECTS

- $5.00

-c-Bouvier, the most complete Law
Concise Encyclopedia - $15.00

Dictionary

and

« »
Vernon Law Book Co.
922 Oak Street
F. J. MEURER
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History of the Law

Seven Hundred

Words

By E. F. Hannan, LL.M.

Primitive
law dealt with the family-became
tribal
la w.c-c.in
time
emerged
into
the law of nations.
Ha rn m u ra bi. King of Babylonia,
is responsible
for the
earliest law code, a compilation
of the customs of the
rime. which was followed
by the compilation
in the
Bible. the Jewish code.
Lycurgus gave Sparta her constitution-Draco
drew
harsh laws for Athens, which were modified by Solon.
wise lawmaker.
Early Romans consulted
the Gods for
their laws-$ervius
Tellius gave Rome a constitution
that paved the way toward equality-the
plebs finally
wrung the Twelve Tables from the patricians.
The
Roman Caius in his Institutes
classified the law. but
Roman
Law was crowned
with the Corpus Juris of
Justinian.
which was lost in the dark ages, until the
Renaissance
brought
this great code to the forefront,
to be borrowed
from by all future law writers.
Barbarians
roamed over Europe, wrought
havoc, and
unrest:
the weak clung to the strong for protection.
giving rise to the feudal system, in which <In overlord
became the ruler of lands, these la nds worked by underlords or vassals. and a quasi-slave
class known as serfs.
William
the Conqueror
brought
this feudal system
to England.
and found the nobles ready to adopt it for
their own protection.
William's
domesday-book
surveyed the nation, thus recording the feudal owners who
in turn pledged their lands to the King.
The common
class always looking
toward
betterment. gradually
eased off the feudal yoke, fixing the
township
as the unit 'of gove m men t. re rese nra t ives of
each town forming
the moot of the hundred,
while
above the hundred stood the folk moot.
Superstition
ruled the courts.
cruel ordeals were punishment
for
offenders
.all sanctioned
by the church-ecclesiastics
laying down law wherever the King consented.
A royal court developed into chancery, giving redress
where courts of law were helpless-the
Constitution
of
Clarendon
under Henry II tempered the power of the
clergy, the church class now standing
equal with the
commoner
before the law.
Glanville
completed
his text which W<lS authority
until Branon's
time, seventy years later.
The tyranny of King John was oppressive,
but oppression
often
leads to revolt, and in this case revolt culminated
in
the Great Charter,
agreed on at Runnymede
in 1215
the foundation
of English
liberties.
The rights of
King. church. and commoner,
were now defined, and
popular
government
was started
on its triumphai

march.
The growrh
of the common
law from this
time on is rapid,
particularly
during
the reign of
Edward
I, referred
to by historians
as the English
Justinian.
The Statue of Quia Emptores
modified restraints on
land-the
Statute
of Mortmain
turned much wealth
from the church into public channels-the
Statute of
Westminster
provided
for the creation, of estates tail,
to puzzle embryo lawyers-Horn.
Littleton,
and Coke
clarified the law and the newly invented printing
press
carried their treatises to lawyers all over the English
realm.
The private life of Henry the Eighth may have been
morally
wrong
but when state and church separated
each became the better for the breach.
Parliament
under Henry seemed to have limited the church's resources
by the Statute of Uses, until clever lawyers laid a "use
. upon a use" and religion again won.
The Statute of
Wills marked the death of feudalism-wealth
became
more evenly distributed-Habeas
Corpus ended illegal
detention-the
liberties of the people were clinched in
1688 by the Bill of Rights.
Mansfield
and Blackstone
outlined
the principles
of
the common law that was brought
to America by the
first settlers.
The Declaration
of Independence.
the
Articles of Confederation,
and the Constitution
of the
United Stares. were three important
steps in a new experiment in government,
the whole story being told in
the opening
phrase of this great Constitution.
"We,
rhe people of the United States.'
In 1787 the Supreme Court, a branch of the government
of these new states was created. to become
powerful
indeed as the new nation
progressed.
Jay
was its first chief justice but the man who did most
to steady the lawmakers
of the nation was Marshall,
who came to the court in 1801.
Swayed not by politics he interpreted
the Constitution
in a true national
sense; his decisions on vital questions charted the course
of the new republic.
Reports of decisions in American courts soon were in print and students of the law
such as Story and Kent wrote texts that have since
been followed by American lawyers.
The Twelfth
Amendment
to the Constitution
defined the method of electing the nation's
lcaders-c-thc
Thirteenth
Amendment
abolished
slavery-the
Eighteenth
Amendment
outlawed
traffic
in liquor-the
Nineteenth
Amendment
enfranchised
woman.
The
history of law is the history of the progress of man.
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ANDY'S
WEstport

One Andy J.
was run over by
Orleans f<i Texas
He filed suit in
and defendant's

7306

315 West 36th St.-36th

at Broadway

Caulk's Greenhouse
and Flower Shop
Elizabeth
IJeC01"atiOllS

Shrubber-y,

answer:

"McCreary
Quarterly
Coutt.
"Andy J. Hamlin, Plaintiff.
v. Cincinnati,
New Orleans t1 Texas Pacific Railway
Company,
Defendant.
"Answer.

Bailey, Decorator

Cut
Sodding,

HOG

Hamlin owned a hog, which
the train of Cincinnati, New
Pacific Railway Company.
the McCreary circuit court,
counsel filed the following

Flowers Potted
Pf ants
Grading,
Landscape
\Vork

Kansas City, Mo.

"The defendant denies that it at any time
through any negligence ran over or killed any
hog; of plaintiff,
or that any hog to which
plaintiff refers was of the value of $35.00,
or any sum over and above $20.00.
Compliments

"Poor Andy had a hungry hog,
And feed was high, you know;
So anywhere it pleased to jog
He let it freely go.
"It strayed upon the railroad track
Just as a train came by;
It heard the bell and roar and clack,
But never cocked an eye.
"Before the greatest human skill
Could stop the speeding train,
With one last thought of seas of swill,
Poor pig was cut in twain.
"This foolish shote was just a runt
While eating Andy's feed,
But since it gave its final grunt,
Behold I it's pedigreed.
"For Andy's loss we weep and moan,
Our tears they loudly splash;
But alI the fault was Andy's own,
We cannot pay him cash.

of

A FRIEND

Compliments

of

LAWYER

1319 Commerce

"Wherefore.
the defendant
prays
that
plaintiffs
petition be dismissed, and that it
recover of plaintiff
its costs incurred herein,
and it prays for all proper relief."

Bldg.

Tye, Siler, Gillis f<i Siler,
Attorneys for Defendant.
Williamsburg,
Ky.

Dr. Lillian V. McKenzie
Osteopathic Physician

One of my dad's favorite stories concerned
the Texas jud-ge addressing a Mexican accused of horse theft. "Manuel Jose Santos,"
he intoned in a dreamy voice, "in a few
weeks spring will be upon us. The snows and
ice will vanish, and roses will perfume the
glorious air. Earth will witness its annual
miracle of transformation,
All Nature will
be glad. But you, Manuel Jose Santos, will
not be here to see it, because you hang three
weeks from today, Court's adjourned."

228 Shukert Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Specialist
EYE,

EAR, NOSE

and THROAT

VIctor 9332
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THE

CALL

FOR

A MAN

Wanted:
A man who can find things to to be done
without
the help of a manager and three
assistan ts.
A man who gets to work on time in the
morning and does not imperil the lives of
others in an attempt to be the first to quit
work at night.
A man who is neat in appearance and does
not sulk for an hour's overtime in ernergencres.
A man who listens carefully when he is
spoken to and asks only enough questions to
insure the accurate carrying out of instructions.
A man who moves quickly and makes as
little noise as possible about it.
A man who looks you straight in the eye
and tells the truth every time.
A man who does not pity himself for having to work.
A man who is cheerful, courteous to everyone and determined to "make good."
A man who, when he does not know, says,
"I don't know," and when he is asked to do
anything
says. "I'Jl try."-Selected.

COMPLIMENTS

OF

The Hailman
Pri nti ng Co.
10 WEST

19rh

HA

7175

Van Cleave
Furniture Company
433-35-37 Minnesota Avenue
KANSAS

PERSONAL
ENTHUSIASMS
My LAWYER

CITY,

YES, WE

A Legal brain without a flaw!
A poise that dignifies the law!
Beneath his arm are sheafs and sheafs
Of affidavits,
notes and briefs.
He glibly, quotes from Blackstone's
tomes;
He's just like that with Justice Holmes!
He heartily approves the views
Of Steuer, Darrow. Root and Hughes.
Because he's such a sombre sort,
So prepossessing when in court,
I quite forget the fact that he
Has never won a case for me!
-Arthur
L. Lippmann

KANSAS

EXCHANGE

Dean S. Van Cleave, Manager
Telephone Drexel 4040

"Only newspapers which tell the truth

LAW

v. MEDICINE

Because old John Polley was thrown from a
trolley,
His health and finances ran low.
He sent for his doctor, as well as his lawyer,
To help put him in "Statu Quo."
Both, at a rapid pace, well diagnosed the case,
Yet reached this perplexing upshot:
The learned law-lover found John could recover;
But the doctor said he would not.
Abraham C. Isaacson, Brooklyn, N. Y.

have influence," is a slogan of the Kansas
City, Kansas, Weekly Press, $1.00 per
year.

Official County Paper

of Wyan-

dotte County, Kansas. Care exercised in
handling legals. Phone Dr. 0070. 606
Kansas Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas.
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PERSONAL
Class 1908

Lawyer

"Meadville.

Suite 511 Huron Building
Phone DRexel 2323
CITY.

JOSEPH

KANSAS

H. BRADY

Attorney-at-Law
Suite

204-5-8
J)

Office

Brotherhood

Block

Rcxel 2206

KANSAS

CITY,

Phone:

WILLIAM

KANSAS

DRexel

ATTORNEY-AT_LAW
Class of 1916
Bldg.

Kansas City, Kansas

Telephones
Office:

DRexel

1872

-

Residence:

JOSEPH

DRexel 4608

COHEN

LAWYER
Suite

710-11-12-13

Huron

Bldg.

Kansas City, Kansas

Telephone:

DRexel

210 Grossman

"Witnesses;
"Chas.
"Alfred

"J. A. McMurtry
"R. P. Hastings

(Seal)
(Seal)

Hamilton
A. Howe.

Walter

J. McClintock,

JUST

JUDCMENT-PROOF

Meadville,

Pa.

We have a client for whom we recovered
a judgment
on money loaned, but have unfortunately
been unable to find that the
debtor still has any of it.
Accordingly
we
are in receipt of the following com m unrcarion from our client:
"His apparent
security and seeming exemption from just liability is another piece
of evidence in verification
of what I have
always contended:
That tethered by technicalities, and torpidized
by the tarnish of
tradition,
American 'jurisprudence'
is but a
fountain of fungus, a volcano of vacuum, a
cloak for crooks, and a garrison for grafters.
* * * I maintain it's far more serious that
the scamp is permitted to utilize that home
as a means of swindling,
fortified by Iab yrinthian laws."

0891

H. G. WIERENGA
Attorney

Pa., Dec. 27. 1865

"It is hereby agreed by and between J, A. McMurtry
and R, P. Hastings
that we will not drink any spitr usous Liquors during the year J 866 and we do hereby pledge our word and Honor as men ad we hope
that if we violate the above agreement that our tongues
will cleve to the roof of our mouths and that we shall
be despised by all good thinking
men and will allow
ourselves to be considered
lower than the bruite and
we do hereby declare that we are so in ernest about
the above declaration
that if we violate it in the least
particular
that we will consider Our relations to have
no connection
with us whatever
and not entitled
to
any respect whatever,
not even from the Dog that
pro uls the streets, or even lower than the Dog.

0179

E. CARSON

400 Brotherhood

IN 1865

The
following
agreement
recorded
In
Agreement
Book A, page 686, Crawford
county, Pennsylvania,
records, it seems to me
IS entitled
to a place in "Off the Record."

A. ]. HERROD

KANSAS

PROHIBITION

HAROLD

L. PERRIN,

Boston.

Mass.

at Law
Building

640 Minnesota Avenue

Kansas City, Kansas

Attorney
to boy in witness chair: "Is it
not true that your father is a man of more
or less shady reputation,
and that he has
been arrested twice?"
Boy: "Well, you can ask him if you want
to, he's setrin' right over there on the jury. '.'

.....
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JURY

TRIAL

,A most eloq~lent defense of trial by jury
will be found In the dissenting opinion of
Etheridge. J., in the case o( Talbot \1 Higgins Lumber Co. v . McLeod Lumber Co..
113 Southern Reporter. 433:
The majority
opinion holds that, where
t~e .chancery court erroneously assumes jurisdlctton?f
a case exclusively cognizable at law,
and this error of jurisdiction
is the only
error in the decree, the Supreme Court cannot reverse, notwithstanding
there results a
complete denial of the right to trial by jury.
This moves Justice Etheridge, at the close
of his dissent, to apostrophize
trial by jury
in the, following peroration:
"Trial by jury has long been cherished as
on~ of the greatest securities of human rights,
as IS shown whenever excessive tyrann y has
undertaken
to trample the people under its
feet.
"Venerable
institution
and friend of the
common people, you have had a long and
useful life! For more than a thousand years
you have stood as ~ knight of honor, guardIng the people's rights and redressing their
wrongs.
You have' limited the power of
rul.ers and modified the austerities of legisIation. You have tempered justice with mercy
and technicality
with common sense.
You
have been the master of despots and the counselor of legislatures.
You have been the
guardian and best friend of liberty through
th~se thousands
of years. Where you have
existed, there liberty has survived the ons~aught of its foes.
Where you have not
lived. there tyranny has ruled the people with
an Iron hand, and trampled their rights in the
dust of degradation.
"You have been the most valiant and suecessfu l defender of the citadels of freedom.
But the day of your destiny has ended and
the star of your fate has declined. From your
lofty standing, you have been hurled down.
to be trodden upon by the mighty Chancellor.
Like Humpty Dumpty, you have had a great
fall. Like the negro's gelded hog, you have
lost your standing in the community.
You
have been emasculated in the sanctum sanetorium of the temple of liberty.
Like Caesar,
you have been wounded by those you thought
were your best friends.
. "From now on, instead of being a captain to command, you have been relegated to
the position of mere adviser to the Chancellor,
and your advice may be disregarded
and
your counsel spurned, and it will be on many
occasions. "

A.O.U.W.
of Kansas
A Legal Reserve
Fraternal Insurance Society

INSURANCE
for Men, Women
and Children
Birth to 60 Years

AG E LIMlTS:
MAXIMUM

AMT.

oj

INSURANCE:

$10,000

Whole Life
Twenty Payment Life
Fifteen Payment Life
Ten Payment Life
Term to Age 60
Endowment at Age 70
Twenty Year Endowment
Juvenile Term to Age 16
Juvenile 20 Year Endowment
Juvenile Endowment
at Age 18
Full Legal Reserves
American Experience Table Rates
Cash Surrender and Loan Values
Paid- Up and Extended Insurance
Special Old Age Benefits
Double Indemnity for Aecidental Death
Life Income for Total Disability
Special Funeral Benefit
Tuberculosis Sanatorium Maintained
Homes for Aged
and Orphans Authorized

Operating in Kansas, Colorado,
New Mexico and Arizona
LEE NELSON, Di,'. Man,ger
VIRDIE C. NELSON, Juvenile Supe"'i'o'
640 Minnesota
KANSAS

orr,

Avenue
KANSAS
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Compliments

or

Psi Chapter
Phi Delta Delta

I
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How The Sexes Mark An Occasion
By MRS.

WALTER

Paradoxical
sex, the male. Once upon a
time there lived a man who suffered a great
financial loss. He had ventured all his fortune
on a gamble and saw it swept away. His wife
had worked bard by his side for many years.
She had saved and tended her babies and
ministered
unto her husband,
as all good
wives do.
Then came this great blow, when they
realized that all their years of labor had gone
for naught. and their sorrow was sore.
The wife wept a bit, as is a woman's way,
and went back to her kitchen. doing automatically those tasks to which her hands had
long ago become accustomed.
Her friends
came and their sympathy wrapped her about
like a cloak in a cold blast. Their tears fell
with hers, and her heart was warmed and her
courage lived again. She dried her eyes and
prepared to start life over.
. Her husband also had friends. They, too,
came to him with their sympathy.
For him
their hearts overflowed with sorrow.
They
opened a bottle. He had suffered, he had lost,
he was entitled to drown his woes in drink.
He did.

SUPER FINISH

FERGUSON

On the opposite side of the street lived
another couple.
They, too, had been married man y years. They had worked hard
and economized,
and one bright day fortune smiled on them, They awoke, knowing
that their dreams had come true. They were
rich. Their struggles for the material things
of life were over, their labors at an end.
This wife wept, too, as is the way of a
woman, and then set about to adjust her
household to a new way of life. Her friends
came to rejoice with her, and over their cakes
and tea they talked happily
together, glad
because one of their number had achieved
ease.
This husband also had friends. They, too,
flocked to his door to offer congratulations.
They were filled with great joy because of
his good fortune.
They opened a bottle. He
had fought: he had Won. He was entitled
to celebrate his Success with wine and song,
and to expand his soul with bumpers of ale.
He did.
Moral?

FOR SCHOOLS

W rite your own.

AND COLLEGES

Charno Bindery Company
A Kansas City Institution
716 Delaware

VIctor

CALL

VIctor

9674

2686

DUKE PADDOCK
INSURANCE
515 Commerce
Accident
Automobile

Burglary
Casualty

Life
Health

COUNSELOR
Building
Fidelity
Judicial

and Surety BOllGS
and Court Bonds
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He Knew Part of the Law
Justice
(From

of the Peace Couldn't

the Boston

Globe)

Divorce,

But Could

Fine

ing full of coin out of his pocket and dangled

it before the justice, and said:

The late Jacob Haish. the barbed WIre
king, condemned divorce one night at a banquet of barbed wire men.
"In nine cases out of ten," he said, "it
would be a good thing for the world if all
our authorities treated divorce like the Jersey
justice.
"A man and his wife appeared before a
Jersey justice, and the man said they'd like
[0 get a divorce.
,. 'What's the law on this p'int, George?'
the justice whispered to his clerk.
" 'Ye can't do it, jedge.' the clerk answered. 'Divorce ain't in ver jurisdiction.'
"The husband misunderstood the nature
of this whispered talk, and he took a stock-

" 'I'll pay ye big money for this here divorce, jedge-big
money.'
"The justice frowned,
" 'Look-a-here,' he said, 'ye knowed afore
ye come here that twa'nr in my jurisdiction
to separate man and wife, and yet ye not only
take up my time with yer talk, ye try to
bribe me with money.
How much ye got
in that there gray sock, anyway?'
"'Eight
dollars, yer honor.' stammered
the frightened man.
" 'Well, all right, then,' said the justice in
a mollified tone. 'I'll let ye off with a $5
fine for bribery and a $3 fine for ta ki n' up
my time with a case what my jurisdiction
is out of.' "

DRexel

5559

. CLASS 1925

Donald H. Corson
A ttorney-et-Law
400 Brotherhood

Block,

Kansas

City. Kansas

Public Administrator Wyandotte

County

Palmer & Chinn Letter Company
«

The Largest Letter Service Organization
"There

Phone MAin 6877

West

of Chicago.

Must Be a Reason"
«

»

Room lie" Rialto Bldg.

MULTIGRNHING

ADDRESSING

MAILING

MIMEOGRAPHING

FILLING-IN

PRINTING

ADDRESSOGRAPH PLATE MAKING
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The Daily Record

•

•

•

Has Served the Bar
of Kansas City More
Than Forty Years

Established

HAVE

YOU SELECTED

YOUR

1888

VOCATION

IN LIFE?

If not, investigate
Life Insurance Selling.
It has large possibilities.
Life
.Insurance combines the safest investment
policy with the beneficient idea'
of protection for dependents.
We offer a free training course for agents.
Get: a good policy on your own life. It will make you think well of yourself, and give you a' good start in life.

Kansas City Life Insurance Company
Home Office-3520 Broadway
Kansas City, Missour:
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26 1930.

bea utiful
and in making
it greater in all
things worthwhile.
At tbis time, the Kansas City School of
Law holds the only lasting monument to
Me. Dean's memory in a bronze bust dedicated one year ago,

To Tbe Honorable
Members of tbe
Park Board, Kansas City, Missouri.
DEAN BOULEVARD
is submitted
and
recommended
as a name significant
and
bigbly appropriate
for Seventy-first
Street
Boulevard.

Now,
the public with the Bar would
whole-heartedly
welcome this opportunity,
in my opinion, to share in further immortalizing the name of this leading, useful citizen.
Besides, Dean Boulevard is a strong name,
a dignified name; a name that we all want
to perpetuate as an expression of our appreciation of him who meant so much to us
all in his lifetime.

Because, this name reflects-as
few others
so rneaningly do---the
Kansas City Spirit
from the life of that learned lawyer, noted
educator,
sound philosopher,
and Kansas
City's foremost citizen for more than a half
a century-the
late Oliver H. Dean.
I tbink we all feel tbat Kansas City would
honor itself in honoring the memory of a
man who contributed
so abundantly
and
patriotically to the buiknng of a Kansas City

Respecrfully

submitted,

ELMER

N. POWELL.

Law Students Welcome!

PETRICK'S PHARMACY
9th and Baltimore

CIGARS,

CIGARETTES,

CANDY

and

SOFT DRINKS

OF ALL KINDS

"Just a Few Stees Down
Your patronage

appreciated.

the Street"

Come in and let us be friends.

WaIter C. Nelson
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The Sentinel
Life Insurance Company
L. L. ADAMS,

President

A thriving company owned and operated in Kansas City, Missouri. Issuing
complete lines of both Life and Disability policies, including the Group and
Wholesale forms.
The services of its Actuarial department are always at the command of
lawyers who have insurance problems in the arrangement
of financial
affairs of their clients or themselves; no obligation or expense in connection
with such service.

$

Capital

120,000.00

Surplus
Insurance

"-

in Force

(A net gain of 52%

The
I)

300,000.00

N. L.

In

18,000,000.00

force in 1930)

Adams AgencYI Inc.
General Agent
Insurance Building
Kansas City, Mo .
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Headquarters for the
Law School Social Activities
-and
a popular spot for
vacation affairs wilh-

Chilled, Washed Air
on tap in the
Colonial Ballroom
Cafe Trianon
Plantation Grill

Nationally Famed Recording Dance Orchestras
Playing for Dancing at
LUNCHEON

-t-

in the Grill

DINNER -;- SUPPER

Special Plantation

Dinner

6:00 to 9:00-$2.00

Private Luncheons, Dinners, and Banquets Are Proven Successes When
Staged in Any of the Many Private Dining Rooms
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DIVIDENDS!
KANSAS CITY is justifiably proud of its
schools and colleges, its developments in
the arts, music and the sciences. Every succeeding generation here faces a broadening
civic obligation in carrying on the campaign
of civic and industrial growth-an
obligation that demands increasing preparation
and breadth of mind.
Kansas City asks only that every young
business and professional man and woman
give willingly the required effort to keep
the city growing in industry, in culture, In
the enjoyment of life, in prosperity.
Your Chamber of Commerce is the central
clearing house for this individual effort.
Lend your support freely ... IT PLEDGES
DIVIDENDS!

INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEE
CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE

Kansas City, Missouri
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DIGNITY AND QUALITY
Every requirement
of Class - Society - Fraternity
may be realized 111 the Jaccard shops. Distinction
expert craftsmanship
mark our products

- Faculty _
of design and

Announcements
Trophies and Emblems
Pins and Rings
Medals

Special Designs Submitted Without Obligation

JACCARD JEWELRY
1017-19 Walnut

CO.

Street

Compliments

EVERYTHING

IN

KINE

OFFICE STATIONERY

UNlTED

ORTHODOX

SYNAGOGUES
of Greater

FOR THE LAWYER

Kansas

City

1. Tjphereth Israel
Admiral and Tracy

BRYANT
922 Grand

Ave.

2. Tiphereth Israel
4Jrd and Prospect
J. S'Earirh Israel
D'\ubawitz
9th and Olive
4. Beth Hamedrosh
Hagode1
Linwood and Highland

& DOUGLAS

STATIONERY

CO.

Kansas

of the

City~ Mo.

RESPONSIBLE

and of the Board

S. Tj pher eth Sfornd
26th and Benton
6. Anshe Shalom
34th and Virginia
7. Anshe Shalom Srorad
24th and Forest
g. Linnt h Hntzedeck
Forest and Admiral
9. Ohavai Sholom
7th and Sandusky
Kansas City, Kansas

Compliments

HELPFULNESS

ARTHUR].

under the direction of fourteen
recognized
business leaders 111
Kansas City.

Commercial

National

of

MELLOTT
Bank Building

Kansas City, Kansas

BROTHERHOOD STATE BANK
KANSAS

CITY, KANSAS

DREXEL
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Compliments

of Trust

Department,

United

States

National

Bank

of Denver

Will of Charles Lounsbury

III

The dowment
reproduced
here has been called the world's mosl beautiful
will. II was written in 1898 by \Villiston
Fish. a prominent
attorney of Chicago.
It has oopeared in many forms
and has been translated inlo several foreign languages.
J\'!rmy critics haul' pronounced
it one of
the finest pieces of prose in American
literature.

Charles Lounsbury,
being of sound mind and disposing memory, do hereby make and
publish this my last will and testament, in order as justly as may be to distribute
my
I interest in the world among succeeding men.
"That part of my interest which is known in law and recognized In the sheep-bound
volumes as my property,
being inconsiderable
and of no account, I make no disposal of in
this my will.
"My right to live. being but a life estate, is not at my disposal, but these things excepted, all else in the world 1 now proceed to devise and bequeath:
"Item:
I give to good fathers and mothers, in trust for their children, all good little
words of praise and encouragement,
and all quaint pet names and endearments,
and I charge
said" parents to use them justly and generously. as the needs of their children my require.
"Item:
J leave to children inclusively. but only for the term of their childhood. all and
every. the flowers of the fields and the blossoms of the woods, with the right to play among
them freely according to the customs of children, warning them at the same time against
thistles and thorns.
And I devise to children the banks of the brooks, and the golden sands
beneath the waters thereof, and the odors of the willows
that dip therein, and the white
clouds that float high over the giant trees.
And I leave the children the long, long days to
be merry in, in a thousand ways. and the night and the moon and the train of the Milky
Way to wonder at, but subject nevertheless to the rights hereinafter given to lovers.
"Item:
I devise to boys jointly all the useful idle fields and commons where ball may
be played: all pleasant waters where one may swim; all snow-clad hills where one may coast
and all streams and ponds where one may fish, or where, when grim Winter comes, one may
skate: to have and to hold the same for the period of their boyhood.
And all meadows with
the clover blossoms and butterflies
thereof, the woods and their appurtenances,
the squirrels
and birds. and echoes and strange noises. and all distant places which may be visited, together
with the adventures there found. and I give to said boys each his own place at the fireside
at night, with all pictures that may be seen in the burning
wood, to enjoy without
let or
hindrance.
and without
any incumbrance
of care.
"Item:
I give and bequeath to girls all beauty and gentleness; and to them I give the
crown of purity and innocence which is theirs by right of birth and sex: and also in due
season the abiding love of brave and generous husbands, and the divine trust of motherhood.
"Item:
To young men jointly I devise and bequeath all boisterous,
inspiring sports of
rivalr y. and I give to them the disdain of weakness and undaunted
confidence in their own
strength. though tbey are rude.
[give them the power to make lasting friendships
and of
possessing companions,
and to them exclusively I give all merry songs and brave choruses, to
sing with lusty voices.
"Item:
To lovers, I devise their imaginary world, with whatever they tnay need. as the
stars of the sky, the red roses by the wall. the bloom of the hawthorn.
the sweet strains of
music, and aught else by which they may desire to figure to each other the lastingness and
beaut yof their love.
'
"Item:
And to those who are no longer children or youths or lovers, I leave memory,
and I queath to them the volumes of the poems of Burns and Shakespeare and of other poets,
if there be others, to the end that they may live over the old days again, freely and fully.
without tithe or diminution.
"Item:
To our loved ones with snowy crowns I bequeath the happiness of old age, the
love and gratitude of their children. until they fall asleep."

-CHARLES
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FLETCHER COMPANY

SEVENTH AND MAY STS. « KANSAS CITY, MO.
PRINTERS « PUBLISHERS » ADVERTISING SERVICE
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Evidence

In Some Famous Forgery Cases
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T IS THE

TICK

OF THE

..
··

CLOCK.

It says only one short word, but it says that word
over and over.
Here the tick is loud,
But

always

there low.

millions

on millions

of clocks

are saying

it.

It

never stops.

It speaks to a baby's

ears. and to the dying

an old man.
It speaks in time of joy:
idleness. or struggle

hours of

in time of grief; in time of
and stress; in time of peace,

or time of WAR.

It never stops.
Always it is telling the old, old story of the clock,
"Time flies."
Always it is repeating the stern lesson of life, "The
world forgets."

It

never stops.
And it has made

the clock

the best known

thing

in

all the world.
Such is the power

of reiteration.

Such is the power of persistence.
Such

is the power

of constancy.

Call the advertising
advertising,

roll of honor, the world-famous

alive

to answer.

None

ever stopped. All have told their story over
and over, and still are telling it.
Advertising stopped is advertising dead.
Advertising brought back from the grave must foot
a~ain the long, old road from the very beginmng.
NOW is the time to advertise-the
only time.
Advertise tomorrow when tomorrow is NOW.
Listen to THE TICK of rhe clock, as it tells you:
"Time flies. The world forgets."
NOW is the time to advertise.

-Robert

E. Rinehart.
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"As travelers oft look back at eve
When eastward darkly going,
To gaze upon that light they leave
Still faint behind them glowingSo, when the close of pleasure's day
To gloom hath near consigned us,
We turn to catch one fading ray
Of joy that's left behind us,"

